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Mills quits UNH for Whittier post
UNH President Eugene Mills
will resign his post _to take on the
presidency of Whittier College in
southern California.
MiHs, who was appointed head
of the small, private liberal arts
college by its Board of Trustees
Wednesday, said he will leave
UNHAug.1.
A search committee to find a

replacement for Mills will be ap-

of

president.
He "counted it a distinct privilege _to have been able to serve
the University -in some of- the
most troubling and exciting years
for American higher education,"
Mills said Wednesday.
The 54-year-old president said
he feels "close to the students,
faculty and staff at UNH," but

president
Whittier's law
school. noted that the college is .....
"deeply rooted in the Quaker trditio-n.' 1 Both Mills and his wife
are Quakers.
Whittier, a prestigious college
with about 1,200 students, is the
alma mater of former President
Richard M. Ni~on. It is located 15
miles southeast of Los Angeles.

added fhat "there was a definite

Mills was chosen from 300 ap-

~inted witl'_li~

two wee~s, accord- appeal in making a change after
MILLS QUITS, page 4 _
ing to Richard Morse, chairman · all that time."
of the University System Board
Mills, who will also become
of Trustees (see related story) .
Mills, whose candidacy for the ·
presidency of Whittier became
public in mid-January, said he is
leaving UNH with "mixed
feelings," after 17 years here.
"It isn't easy to leave," Mills
said from his California hotel
Wednesday night, "but it seems
By Gary Langer•and
president, according to UNH
right and appropriate."
Director of University Relations
Mills, who flew to California Barbara Poli'chetti
Immediate steps will be taken Peter Hollister.
Mond~y and remained there until
"The question," Hollister saia,
last night, taught psychology at to find a replacement for
Whittier for 10 years before outgoing UNH President Eugene "is, is it fair to a brand new vice
Mills, University officials said president who is trying to orient
- coming to UNH in 1962.
himself in a new position to give
When ne became UNH yesterday :
Richard Morse, chairman of _ him the trdded responsibility of
president in December, 1974,
Mills said he would not keep the · the University System Board of acting president?"
Morse, who said the Board has
job more than five to seven years. Trustees, said he will call a
"It's a disservice to the Univer- meeting of the Board's Executive "several options for an acting
sity for a president to serve too Committee within the next two president," said it will not take
long. I'd prefer a solid period of weeks to appoint a presidential any action until the status of the
search committee.
presidential search is known
achievement,'' he said then.
Morse said finding a new presi- this soring.
Mills worked here as a psyHollister, calling the ap_p_ointchology professor and depart- dent by the time Mills ]eaves
ment, dean, vice president, and UNH in mid-summer is ment of a new, full time president
provost
befor~
becoming "possible," but added "that is a by mid-summer "an outside
little shorter time frame than chance," said "one potential way
to deal with this is from the standyou'd like to have."
If a new president is not found
point of another vice president or
in time, Morse said, the Board wil a dean, and another possibility is
make "appropriate provisions to go with a member of the Board
for the appointment of an acting of Trustees" as acting president.
"It creates somewhat of a
president."

Search will start
for his successor

UNH President Eugene Malls

University request slashed
in Gallen's budget proposal
By Michael Kelly
Gov. Hugh Gallen proposed yes- first year and a 5.4 percent interday to give the University Sys- . crease in the second year.
The plan rejected the creation
tem a five percent increase in
state funding over the next two of a broad based sales or iocome
years, although the System re- tax.
Currently the University
quested 35 percent.
University System administra- receives less state funding than
tors expressed anger and dismay iany state university' in the nation.
System
The
Univeristy
over Gallen's proposal.
Gallen 's proposal came as part requested approximately · $71
of his plan for a total state budget million in state funding for the
of $1.21 billfon for 1980-81, Galien two year 11eriod, an increase of
delivered his budget yesterday $18.4 million over the last bienafternoon before the General - nium.
Gallen's proposed budget will
Court.
The governor's plan calls for a go before the House Apbalanced state budget in which propriations Committee Feb. 23.
state expenditures will not ex- The committee has the power to
ceed state revenues. At the same reject the proposed budget.
University System Chancellor
time, the plan proposes an increase in state spending over the Bruce Poulton said yesterday he
last biennial period. Gallen asked plans to testify at the hearing.
"I'm going to go in there and
for a 9.3 percent increase in the

Bianco rejects
DRAC proposal
By Dennis Cauchon
Two UNH administrators have
rejected the Dining and Residences
Advisory Council's mRAC)
proposal to withhold payment
from Physical Plant Operations
and Maintenance (PPO&M) .
Director of Residential Life
David Bianco and Richard
Stevens, vice president for
students affairs said DRAC's
recommendations were out of the
question.
DRAC has compJained that
students are charged ' twice for ·

administration services and that
it is unfair for residents to pay for
all landscaping charges in
residence areas.
Bianco released DRAC's report
this mornin_g. Attached . was a
letter with his opinions on the
report.
Bianco said in a telephone interview Wednesday, he is concerned over large increases by
PPO&M in certain categories.
DRl}C, pp_ge 8

fight for the budget the University requested. I think we need
and deserve the kind of state aid
we requested."
If the system does not receive a
major i'lcrease in state funding,
GALLEN, page 14

Mills's resignation comes on

problem in that two major ad-

the heels of the appointment of
Gordon Haarand as vice
president for academic affairs.
The academic vice president traditionally serves as acting president in the president's absence.
Haaland's newness to the University, however, may forestall
his appointment as acting

ministrators are leaving at about
the same time," Morse said.
. Haaland took over the University's -second highest post from
David Ellis, who resigned last
spring.
Still, Morse said, "The University is a strong University with
excellent faculty and administrators, and I don't see any particular problems" with the transition.
Haaland, asked if he is apprehensive about the possibility of

State may increase
legal drinking.age
By Michael Kelly
-The legal drinking age will
probably be raised from 18 to 20
or 21 in the near future, according
to political observers in Concord.
House bills 170 and 171, which
call for a nike in the drinking age
to 21 and 20 respectively, will be
considered at a hearing of the
house Regulated Revenues
Committee this Wednesday. Both
bills enjoy wide support in the
house.
The bills were introduced by
state representatives on Feb. 8.
"It's my opinion that one of the
bil1s will eventually become
law," Dayton Duncan, press
secretary to Gov. Hugh Gallen,
said yesterday. Duncan said the
governor favored a hike in the
drinking age.
If passed by the legislature and
signed into law by Gallen, house
bilJ 171 will "increase the age at
whieh persons may legally purchase, sell, or consume intoxicating liquor and beer from
18 to 20."

House bi11 170 is identical but
would raise the minor age to 21.
Lila Chase Marsha], director of
the University System information office in Concord, said she
believed one of the bills would be
passed..
Opposition to the bills has
spread in the last week to most of
New Hampshire's universities
and colleges. At UNH, the
Student Caucus has taken an active stand against the bills.
Student Body President Doug.
Cox said he planned to testify at
the hearing in opposition to the
bills.
"I think the bills are an infringement on student and youth
rights,'' said Cox.
Cox is working with Evert
Coleman, a part-time waiter at
Brothers .Four, a Nashua nightclub. Last week Coleman founded
an organization to lobby against
the bi1ls.

.

DRINKING AGE, page 6
.
'

SEARCH, page 15
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More join trustee race
)

Three more students are in the running for the University
System's student trustee post, according to David Livermore,
chairman of the student trustee search committee.
They join 11 other students seeking the job.
They are Kathy Fokas, a sophomore biology major from
Nashua Beverly Kristen, a sophomore economics major from
Lebano~, New Jersey, and Timothy Sanborn, a junior administration major from Chichester.
"A couple people turned in names for the post," said Livermore, ''<ind one person's name wasn't on the master list. Another .
person applied right at the deadline on Monday and another
.couldn't turn the application in on time because of personal reasons, so we accepted it late."
These three applicants and the other 11 were interviewed by the
search committee Tuesday and Thursday.
The· applicants will be reviewed again by members of the
student governments at Keene State and Plymouth State.
The trustee will represent those·schools1too.
After interviewing the 14 applicants, the search committee will
submit the names of five final candidates to the Student Caucus,
with a recommendation for one candidate.
The Caucus will either accept the recommended applicant or
select one of its own.
Governor Hugh Gallen and the Governor's Council will review
the selected applicant.
Gallen has said he will accept whoever is chosen by the Caucus.
The 11 other applicants are Dayid Christ?pher, Robert Coates,
Michael Durgin, Jau Ballagher, Wilham Grant, Ronald
Hasseltine, Michael Iacopino, Moira Mulligan, Theresa Rosholt,
and Ian Wilson.

Alcohol ' prograJD
The University System has an alcohol assistance program
designed to help faculty and staff who have drinking problems .
The program is run by a group of volunteers who have
overcome their own problems with alcohol abuse.
All cases are handled in strict confidentiality by the organization.
To contact the program call 862-1985.

Phone-athon · starts soon
The third annual University of New Hampshfre alumni phoneathon will begin in late February in the Nashua area.
The Nashua program, aimed at the 2000 alumni ih that area,
is the first of six regional programs designed to raise money
for the UNH F'und, which supports academic programs and projects, scholarships, faculty development, and men's and women's
athletics.
.
Other alumni phone programs will be held in March in the
Concord, Manchester and Portland, Maine areas. Similar programs are planned later this spring in Keene and Laconia.

UFO at DartJDouth
Last month, Dartmouth was visited by a UFO, sort of.
In fact, people all over Hanover were talking about strange
lights they had seen in the night skies.
UFOs the townspeople concluded. Not really, just a few Dartmouth students having fun.
An unidentified Dartmouth student reportedly "confessed" to
the college's student newspaper that he made the UFOs _from a
mix of melted candles, old wire and a plastic bag.

Correction
The Student Caucus hasn't added "adverse weather conditions''
to its list of excusable absences as reported in Tuesday's
New Hampshire.

·

A motion to do so was tabled and will go to the Academic
Senate for approval before returning to the Student Caucus
for a vote.

/

The weather
There is no end in sight to the cold weather, according to the
National Weather Service in Concord.
Today will be sunny with a low temperature of ten below and
highs in the low teens. Tomorrow will be sunny and windy with a
high of ten degrees and a low of 20 below.
Sunday will also be cold with temperatures the same as Satur_day's.
........ "'

Fire levels students' house
By Joel Brown
Members of the English department have rallied around
three UNH graduate 1 students
who "lost everything" in a fire
which leveled their Strafford
home Tuesday afternoon.
Department members have
donated money, clothing and
shelter to students. Ronald St.
Pierre, Donald Soucy, and Jeffrey Saperstein.
"We literally lost everything,"
said St. Pierre, "except our classes' 401 papers, fortunately."
Among St. Pierre's losses were
ten years of notes and research
on Shakespeare.
His roommate, Donald Soucy,
had materials for a master's
thesis destroyed.
The monetary cost o'f the fire
damage hasn't been made yet.
Larkin Os1ermaier, a secretary
in the English office, started the
collection for the students.
"It's something everyone has
imagined happening to themselves, so people have been really
supportive," Ostermaier said.
"We've already given them a
hundred dollars in cash, because
they needed it right away, and
I'm still getting checks and clothing."
St. Pierre held class conferences as usual on Wednesday,
and planned to teach today .
Soucy and Jeff Saperstein were
unavailable for comment.
All three are sta y ing with
friends, though St. Pierre said he
is moving into Babcock Hall
shortly.
:F'ive trucks from seven communities answered Strafford 's
mutual aid call shortly after 1
·p.m. Tue&day when Sou~y reported a chimney fire had ignited
shjngles on the roof of the Aframe house.
Strafford Fire Chief Loren
Pierce said the house was "a
total loss."
"The ·whole place was gutted,
and one side of the ro·of caved in/'
Pierce said. "Since those Aframes aren't much but roof anyway, you could say it was comP.letely destroyed."

Cause of the blaze has not been
officially determined, but Pierce
agreed that it seemed to have
started in the chimney.
Fire trucks were on the scene
for about four and a half hours.
St. Pierre said they were not
well insured, and hoped his
·family's homeowners' insurance
would cover at least part of the
loss.

New England Center:
a conventional place
By Willard Tucker
popularly called the "chickenIf .you're an active member of pluckers" by members of the
the National Association of custodial staff. The center's conDowsers, you probably took your , ference rooms were booked solid
divining rod to the New England with a whopping 300 conferees.
Timex, New England TeleCenter last spring.
If you did, you were one of the phone, the Occupational Safety
Health Administration,
more than 25,000 people to use the and
center in 1978, according to Bob and General Electric were
Parsons, conference coordinator, some of the larger, wellwho booked more than 500 con- known corporations that have
ferences there last year, in- used the facilities during the last
12 months. There were also a
cluding one for dowsers.
"We're busy with conferences number of more obscure ones,
year round," said Parsons, "but such as the New Hampshire Dentl1e two peak times are from tal Society.
At the Spinal Cord Injury
March to May and from SeptemFoundation meeting last year,
ber to November."
One of the spring gatherings is the center was massed with
the Thomas Breen Antique Show, wheelchairs. That proved to be no
however..,
because
held at the center every April. problem,
"The whole place is chuck full of William Pereira, who also
the
Transamerica
antiques," Parsons said. "It's a design~d
Pyramid in Los Angeles,
zoo ."
Parsons is proud to note that designed the New England Centhe center hosted judges and ter to be compieteiy funcHonai
lawyers from all across the coun- for the physically nan<11cappe<1.
The conferences are held in any
try last October for a conference
called "Bakke and Beyond/' "to of the six seminar rooms or
discuss the repurcussions of the auditorium of the Kellogg Learning Center. The Learning Center
Bakke case."
During the Christmas holiday is one of the three units at the
season, the New England New England Center for Con·
Cemetery Association met in a tinuing Education.
seminar on plots and floral
The Adams Residential Tower,
designs, Parsons said.
which houses 80 guests, and the
The largest conference held Administration Building round
last year, ~ he said, was the out the center's facilities.
University of · New Hampshire
Whittemore School Professor
Poultry Health Conference, Eric Orkin's computer simulation
game "HOTMAMA" (hotel management> invites representatives
. from hotel chains nationwide to
come to the center each year for
an exercise in hotel management
and competition. At the end of the

UNH under seige
in the cold war
By Beth Albert
Arctic temperatures are
making students long for spring
break.
"I've heard a lot of talk about
taking out bank loans to go to
F'lorida," one UNH graduate
student said yesterday.
"There have been students
skipping the 8 a.m. class I teach.
I don't blame them for staying inside. I even skipped a class
yesterday," she said.
UNH oil consumption has gone
up 10,000 gallons per day over last
winter's average, according to
Gerald Boothby, a Physical Plant
Operation and M. itenacne
(PPO&M) spokesman.
"It's not only the cold, but the
wind that has skyrocketed the use
of oil. The wind goes whistling
through
old
d1.1:·ms
and
classrooms," Boothby said.
Boothby said since oil costs 35
cents a gallon, there will be a
definite impact on UNH's heating
costs. "In terms of consumption,
F'ebruary has been a real bad
month," he said.
UNH buildings heated by home
oil have had pipes freeze . "It's
too expensive to connect the
small
administrative and
educational offices to the central
heating system. We've had to
thaw those houses out," Boothby
said.
Students are not the only bnes
shivering. Cars are ,'1iling from
frozen gas lines, dea . batteries
and iced fuel. Eve • Richard
COLD WAR. page5

"As far as we can tell, the landlord doesn't have anything to
cover this." St. Pierre said,
"There's a possibility this is illegal in New Hampshire, but we
don't know yet."
Ostermaier said checks should
be made out to St. Pierre, Soucy,
or Saperstein, and delivered to
room 113 in Hamilton Smith.

N.E. CENTER. page 7

Well~packed in his winter insulation~ a student braves yesterday's bitter cold. (Jonathan Blake photo>
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' i·• I~ i '~ I· Mills
~diet ~xpected
on ~pitz grievances

Slats in a picket fence at Strawberry Banke in Portsmouth cast a linear pattern on the icy
snow. (Jan Brubacher photo)
.
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MUB t h e f t Comes to l lght
e

.

By Michael Kelly
Four-hundred and sixty dollars
was stolen from a safe in the
MUB Pub office some time
during the night of Jan. 15, Director of Student Activities J. Gregg
Sanborn revealed yesterday.
UNH police Lt. Lloyd Wood is
investigating the theft. Wood was
unavailable for comment yesterday.
Sanborn said the theft was part
of a series of breaks that occurred in the MUB over vacation.
Sanborn said the safe was
found open when MUB employees
arrived to work on Jan. 16. The
door to the office, which was
locked the night before, was also
found open, he said.
Sanborn said he did not know if
the office and safe doors had been
forced open.
News of the theft originally
came to light on Tuesday, when
Vice President for Commuter Affairs Jim Glasser, taking part in
the Town Crier, a weekly public
forum in the MUB cafeteria,
mentioned it in connection with
charges recently levelled against
the Food and Beverage Services.
Glasser spoke at length on the
charges, which were brought by
recently resigned Pub Manger
and Catering Coordinator Rich
~
Kane.
In pis letter of resignation to
Sanborn and UNH President

Eugene Mills, Kane accused the liquor.
"I made my remarks over
administration of the Food and
Beverage Services of en- what I call Mubgate because I
couraging purveyer bribes, in- think students have a right to
timidating student workers and know what is going on," Glasser
employees, misusing University said yesterday.
"I didn't mean to dirty
funds, . and employing poor
anyone's name; I just wanted to
business practices.
Kane charged Scott Migal<!,, bring these allegations before the
appointed by Sanborn last month · students," he added.
as Assistant Director for Food
Glasser said he would "be the
and Beverage Services, with
intimidating
students,
mis- MUB THEFTS, page 5
managing
the
department,
and harassing him personally.
In his appearance before over
100 students in the cafeteria,
Glasser
mentioned
the
allegations,
and
Mi gala
specifically. Migala was in his ofBy Laura Flynn
fice in the MUB kitchen at the
He lacks the bulging belly and
time.
billowy mushroom hat associated
Glasser also discussed several
with others of his trade, but
rumors he had heard, which he
Leonard
Martin, Chef Manager
labelled " strictly heresay." In
of the UNH Faculty Center, ha.s
addition to the theft from the Pub
one essential qualification for his
safe, he said he had heard rumors
job; he loves to cook.
that an unspecified amount of
" I used to prepare full meals
liquor was stolen from the MUB
when I was twelve years old,"
liquor cabinet, and that an ad- recalls Martin.
ministrator in the Food and
Martin has been chef at · the
Beverage Services had used the
center
since it opened in
University Infoswitch phone
February, 1978. The center is
system for personal use several open
to all faculty and
tnonths ago and neglected to pay
Professional,
for the calls until about a week and TechnicalAdministrative,
<P.A.T.) staff
ago.
members and presently serves
Sanborn said yesterday he
360 members.
knew nothing of any theft of
The center hosts a variety of
seminars
throughout
the
semester and offers a place forfaculty members to hold
meetings.
The 33 year old chef stands tall
and lean in his flannel shirt and
worn jeans. His dark brown hair,
flecked with grey, tapers off
casually around his ears and
the staff, dorm government and
frames a clean-shaven relaxed
fire ·department. We're going
face. He speaks in a soft, low tone
through as many channels as
and intersperses bis word with
possible, " he said.
long, contemplative puffs on his
It is a misdemeanor to tamper
with smoke detectors or fire _pipe.
Martin begins his days at 7
alarms and those caught are subject to penalties of up to a year in a.m. If the center holds a morning meeting, he makes muffins
·
fail and/or $1,000 fine.
If there is an injury caused
or coffeecake or whatever else the
faculty members request.
because of a false alarm, it is
If his mornmg is free, he begins
considered a Class B felony subto prepare food for the buffet lunject to a maximum of seven years
cheon, which is held every day
in jail and a $2,000 fine .
Greenawalt called the increase from 11: 30-1: 30.
"It's very difficuU- to know
"a general trend not unique to the
University. There has oeen a exactly how much to prepare,"
steady increase in vandalism to says Martin. "You never know
fire equipment and more crimes how many people will -walk
against people and property all through that door on a given day.
around. ·
Some days there'll be 60 people.
"Although it puts our personnel Others there'll be 100."
in dangerous shortages in case of
At 8 . a.m ., two Whittemore
other emergencies at the same School students who Martin is
training arrive . He instructs
time, the biggest problem with
repetitive activations is that them on what to prepare for the
people become less cognizant of day's luncheon.
"I'll usually give them a stanthe danger involved and are unwilling to exit fast enough," he dardized recipe for soup, for
example, and they 'll begin to
said.
prepare it, " explains Martin .
FIRE, page 16
" I'll work on the entrees."

The charges against Spitz have ·
By Paul Keegan
UNH President Eugene Mills is not been made public, and all
expected to make a decision soon hearings by the committee have
on two grievances filed against been held behind closed doors.
Allan Spitz, dean of the College of _ Although the guidelines of the
Liberal Arts.
grievance procedure state that
The Professional Standards ''prompt settlement of grievCommittee concluded its investi- ance:; is essential, "it has been four
gation early this month and sub- months since Moore began
mitted its findings to Mills nine preparing his complaint.
days ago. Mills said he has not
At a Faculty Caucus meeting
taken any action on the matter Oct. 9, Moore publicly charged
because he has been in California Spitz with threatening faculty
since MonQ£!Y.
members, abuse of power and inThe secrecy which has timidation. Because he was pre-.
surrounded the grievance since paring to file the grievance,
the procedure was -te_gun in Oc- Moore would not elaborate on the
tober remains intact, as Mills has charges, which Spitz later
asked all those who receive a denied.
copy of the committee's report to
Mills, in a letter dated Feb. ·8,
.keep it confidential.
told those in possession of the reThose who received the report port that its release "would not
last week include the' four mem- ·be sanctioned by the University ·
bers of the politicar science and would be done solely on the
department who are filing the personal responsibility of the ingrievances, Dean Spitz, the five- dividual." He said in the letter he
member Faculty Council and was advised by University counsel Joseph Millimet, to "avoid
Mills.
i.
·David Moore,
associate publicity" about the report.
professor of Political Scien·ce,
"It is unclear on what legal
one of those filing a grieva_n!!e grounds he is making this warnsaid_ y~sterd(!Y t~ere is nothing ing,"- Moore said. "Apparently,
in the University by-laws that ·he is doing so on the basis of a
requires confidentiality.
report which he received from
"We've oeen 1~gally advised Attorney Millimet, a report
th~t there are no legal grounds
which he has distributed to Dean
for suppression of this report," Spitz, but refuses lo allow those
said Moore.
·
who filed the grievance to see.''
Mills, when reached in Califor- .
What Moore referred to as
nia early Thursday morning, said MHlimet's "report" are legal
he aske<:i for the confidentiality recommendations that were
because "it is a personnel mat- provided ·in January upon Mills'
ter" and the contents of the reports are "privileged material."
SPITZ, page 9

Marlin cooks and books
Every luncheon at the Faculty
Center offers a "make your own
sandwich bar," a salad bar,- a
choice of two soups including one
which is always vegetarian, two
entrees including 6ne vegetarian
en tree, and a variety of desserts.
"I prepare a lot of crepes and
quiches and a lot of high protein
vegetable entrees, ' ' says Martin.
"The vegetarian entrees are very
popular. Vegetarians aren't the
only ones who eat them. A lot of
people do."
For the next two months,
Whittemore school hotel students
will plan the menus 'ror each

day's luncheon. Each menu will
reflect a theme. For exampie
Monday 's theme will o~
Washington's birthday.
" "We had a few theme-oriented
meals l~st year and they went
over very well," says Martin.
"Thtf students plan the menus
three weeks in advance and I
pretty much supervise the whole
operation, making sure it's appealing and doesn't cost too
much.
"We print up menus and send
them to members a week ahead
MARTIN, page 17

False fire alarms
are on the rise
By Brian Broad
There has been a sharp increase in the number of false
alarms on campus this semester,
according to Lt. Donald Bliss of
the Durham-UNH Fire Department.
Bliss said the fire department
has responded to 105 emergency
calls. Thirty-eight have been in
response to fire alarms and ten
of those have been false . This
amounts to almost ten percent of
the calls. "We were running as
low as seven percent, " said Bliss,
"and usually in winter, there are
even fewer.''
Last year, there was a low percentage. According to Fire Chief
Jonathan Greenawalt, of the 1,017
total emergency ca1ls, 57 or five
percent were University-related
false alarms.
Bliss said that Stoke and
Christenseo Halls are the two
greatest offenders. Stoke Head
Resident Michael Alberts said
Stoke had four of the ten false
fire alarms this semester.
"We're trying to ,make our
students more aware that it is a
serious problem wi th the help of

-Chef Leonard Martin: "I used to prepare full meals when I was
12·year-s , o~" <Bob Bauer photo1
·
,
~ '·
/
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campus calendar
FRIDAY, February 16
BAKE SALE: Memorial Union, 9 a.m.-3 p.m. Sponsored by
the Seacoast Cetacean Society. Featuring "whale cookies."
SEMINAR ON NUCLEAR AND PARTICLE PHYSICS:
'The Effect of Magnetic' Fields on Pion Condensation in
Neutron Stars," Harvey Shepard, Department of Physics.
DeMeritt Hall, Room 304, from 1-2 p.m.
EARTH SCIENCES COLLOQUIUM: "Sedimentation," Dr.
Duncan Fitzgerald, IJoston University. James Hall, Room 303,
from 4-5 p.m.
MEN'S HOCKEY: Colgate, Snively Arena, 7 p.m. Season
tickets or $2.50 general admission if tickets available.
CONCORD STRING QUARTET: Third in a series of six
Beethoven concerts. Program: Opus 18, No. 1; Opus 95;
and Opus 127. Other concerts will be held March 3,
April 5, and April 28. Durham Community Church, 8 p.m.
Tickets $2. Sponsored by the Durham Community Church,
the UNH Celebrity Series, and the UNH Fund.
MUB PUB: Ariel, rock, 8 p.m.

Fri-Sun

Feb16-18

6:30 & 9:05

MILLS·QUITS
continued rom page 1

"THE GRA1EFUL
DEAD FILM"
Mon-Tues

A

6:30 ·& 8:30

Feb 19-20

!>f_ew Russian Film

''A Slave of Love~'

SATURDAY, February 17
WOMEN'S HOCKEY: Cornell, Snively Arena, 7 p.m.
MUB PUB: Ariel, rock, 8 p.m.
GREEK COUNCIL VALENTINE SEMI-FORMAL: Granite
State Room, Memorial Union, 9 p.m. Music provided by
"I:ull House." Admission $4.50 per couple. Tickets on sale
·at the Memorial Union Ticket Office.

Wed-Tues

6:30 & 8:30

Feb 21-27

I

''Invasion
of the
Body Snatchers''

SUNDAY, February 18
WOMEN'S GYMNASTICS: N.H. State Meet, Lundholm
Gymnasium, Field House, 1 p.m. Admission $1 for all
students; $2 general.
PROJECTIONS: "Putney Swope," written and directed by
Robert Downey, and starring Arnold Johnson and Laura
Greene. Downey's view of Madison Avenue has Putney
Swope, mild mannered token black in his advertising firm,
transformed into the chairman of the board of Truth &
Soul, Inc. Strafford Room, Memoria(Union, 7 and 9:30 p. m.
Admission 75 cents or MUSO Film Pass.
MUB PUB: Rick Bean, oldies, and Dorm Feud, 8 p.m.

COMING ...... .

''Magic''
Also coming ...

"Watership Down"

MONDAY, February 19
ENGINEERING WEEK LECTURE SERIES: ·Members of the
Engineering faculty will speak on current interest, and projects underway in the School of Engineering. Find out what
engineers do and just how important they are to-your everyday lifestyle. Today's focus: ' "Chemical Engineering," Kingsbury M227, from 4-5 p.m. Open to everyone. Lectures
continued daily through Thursday, February 22. Sponsored
by Tau Beta Pi and the Student Engineering Council.
ELECTRICAL
AND
COMPUTER
ENGINEERING
DEPARTMENT SEMINAR: "Interconnection Networks for
Partitionable Parallel Processes," .S. Diane Smith, School of
Electrical Engineering, Purdue University. Room ( 230,
Kingsbury Hall, from 4-5 p .m.
UNH FENCING CLUB PRESENTS: "The Three Musketeers,"
and a Marx Brothers Film Festival. Strafford Room,
Memoria( Union, 8 p.m. General admission $1; $.SO for anyone · wearing a Musketeer or Marx Brothers costume.
P rizes awarded for best costume. Films shown again on .
Tuesday, February 20.
CONSUMER EDUCATION PROGRAM : Third in a series
of ·5 programs. This week's focus: "Diet and Nutrition. "
This panel will address what to look for; how to buy;
additives; food labeling and understanding of nutritional
content; meat and produce; comparative shopping; and '
alternatives to traditional markets. Senate-Merrimack Room,
Memorial Union, 8 p.m. Programs are open to all and will
be held weekly on Monday evenings through March 5.
Sponsored by Student Activities.

r

Mills quits
for Whittier
po.s t
plicants for the post after being
asked to apply for the job last
November. He said he sees "very
exciting prospects at Whittier
with the added attraction of being
president of the law school, too."
Trustee chairman Morse said
he is "proud that an administrator in our University System has
once again been tapped for a
significant new opportunity in
higher education."
Though he expressed regret at
Mills's departure, Morse said he
can "understand and appreciate
the opportunity he sees in a different academic experience -and of course the southern California climate."
Various University college
deans said they were sad to see
Mills go." It's a tragedy for UNH and a
great gain for Whittier," said
Richard Davis, dean of the school
of engineering and physical
sciences. "He's done a good job
through
difficult
circumstances.''
Dean o the Graduate School
Raymond Erickson said, "It's
depress~ng.

"He was a superb administrator and a fine president. It's too
bad he got such an attractive of'fer from Whittier. But the institution will survive, it always does."
Morse said last month that "I
suspect Whittier offers a much
more relaxed and less-pressure
filled presidency than the presidency of a state university. Plus,
they probably pay a lot more than
we do."
Mills, who earned $41,000 a
year at UNH, declined to release
his Whittier salary.

s.c.A~C.E.

Strafford County Association
for Childbirth Education
offers

CHILDBIRTH CLASSES
A re you 1-5 months pregnant?

-Register for Early Pregnancy ~

,TUESDAY, February 20

Are you 6-8 months preg·n ant?

LAST DAY TO SUBMIT INTENT-TO-GRADUATE CARD
FOR MAY 1979 GRADUAq::ION.
MOBAY
SEMINAR--CHEMISTRY
DEPARTMENT:
"Chemistry Applied to an Environmental Problem: Chemical and Physical'Transformation of Solid Aerosols from
Various Combustion Sources," R. Skogerbol, Colorado
State. Room L-103, Iddles Auditorium, Parsons Hall, from
11 a.m.-12 noon.
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Call 749-4402 bet ween 6 & 9 pm

Teachers:
The New Hampshire l USPS :mJ-280l is published and distributed semi -\H't•kly
throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in Hoom !:>! of the
Memorial Union Building, UNH. Durham, N.11. 0382-1. Business office hours :
Tuesday and Thursday, 1 to :3 p.m .. Wednesday and Friday. 9 a .m . to 2 p . 111.
Academic year subscription: $6.00. Second class postage paid at Durham.
N.H. 03824. Advertisers should check their ads the first da~·. The Ne\\' Hampshire will in no case be responsible for typographical or other errors, but \\·ill
reprint that part of an advertisement in which a typographical error appears .
if notified immcdiatclv . POS'L\L\STEH: st•ml achln•ss dwn~t·s to Tht• '.\t•w
llampshin·. Hoom 1;;i, :\ll'B. l''.\11, Durham. '.\.II . o::it! t.11.000 copit•s pt•r
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"The plan " Poulton said "will
advance ou~ efforts to make certain that our faculty, staff ~nd
students and all who come mto
contact with our institutions are
assured of fair and equal
treatment."
Deane stressed there are not
and the Merrimack Valley Branch),"
quotas, but rather goals, which
she said.
University System Chancellor. must be met.
Poulton 's plan contains "hiring
Bruce Poulton issued a 400 page
outline of . procedures to be goals and a timetable for meeting
followed for Affirmative Action those goals within five years."
The purpose of the goals is to
in 1976.

Affirmative Action confUses
''My job is to make sure the
By Willard 'rucker
The easiest thing to understand University isn't in violation of
Affirmative
Action
about Affirmative Action is any
"probably how hard it is to under- regulations," said Deane.
Deane is more involved with
stand.
"Equal Employment Oppor- faculty and administrators than
tunity requires the elimination of with students, but said there is a
all existing discriminatory con- grievance procedure outlined in
ditions in employment policies," the student handbook (The
says Nancy Deane, University Caboodle) for students who feel
System affirmative action direc- they have been discriminated
tor, in an article titled "Affir- against by the University.
''The grievance procedure is
mative Action in Academia."
"Affirmative Action requires · available for students to use,"
institutions to make additional ef- she said, "but to my knowledge it
forts to recruit, employ, and hasn't been yet."
promote qualified members of
Deane also oversees equal opgroups previously excluded,'' the
portunity
employment at the
document says.
In other words, if you're being other University System's
discriminated against, the schools.
"I spend about 60 percent of my
goyernment is trying to help you.
time here in Durham, handling
faculty and administrative
hiring, and assuring equality in
employment,'' Deane said.
"Forty percent of my time is
spent at the University System's
Lee Center, or travelling to the
other institutions of the system
CKeene State, Plymouth State,
MUBTHEFTS
continued from page 3

The

gradually hire enough minorities
at UNH to equal the ratio of
minorities to non-minorities.
"Unless positive action is undertaken to overcome the effects
of institutional exclusion and discrimination," says Deane in her
article, "a benign neutrality in •
employment practices will tend
to perpetuate the status quo
indefinitely.''
It may not sound like help,
but it boils down to "giving everyone a fair shake."

Concord String Quartet

plays
the BEETHOVEN CYCLE in SIX CONCERTS
at

APPEARING FRI-SAT

TRAVIS & SHOOK
Seen on Midnight Special
Tonight Show, Mike Douglas
with Kendell Kardt

8:00 p.m.

TONIGHT- FEB. 16

also-Mor. 3, Apr. 5, Apr. 28
.Durhom Community Church
$2 each concert

TICKET OFFICE, Memorial Union, 862-2290
Mon. - Fri. 10:00 a:m.-4:00 p.m.

TUES. FEB 20

MUB theft

$.99

Sponsored jointly by the UNH Fund,

$paghetti Supper

first one to publicly say so."
"If Magala is exonerated of
these allegations, I'll be the first
one to get up there and say so,"
he said.
The allegations are currently
being investigated separately by
a Student Cau.cus Committee and
Vice President for Student Affairs Richard Stevens.
Stevens had been cooperating
with the Caucus committee in
their investigation but, following
Glasser's
appearance
on
Tuesday, he wrote a letter to
Student Body President Doug
Cox withdrawing his cooperation,
Cox said yesterday.
Glass admitted he had received
"a lot of flak" after his speech.
He said Sanborn, Stevens, and
Miga la had ''expressed their
displeasure." Sa!lborn said yesterday he
thought the speech was "inappropriate, because it was a public
accusation against a person.''

DATES:

FEBRUARY 26, 1979

Cold

I

COLD WAR
continued from page 2
Smith of Smitty's Sunoco Station
.in Durham has had car trouble.
"I couldn't get mine started the
other morning. All it takes is one
good cold and you can put it
away," Smith said.
Smith said he has jumped more
dead batteries than usual and
towed many cars during the cold
spell.
National Weather Service
spokesman Fred Schaefer said he
has received a lot of calls asking
"When is it going to break?"
''We can expect another cold
burst next week," Schaefer said.
most · Durham
Although
residents dread frostbite temperatures, the UNH Police
Department is not too upset with
freezing weather.
"Cold'weather is a policeman's
best friend," according to Lt.
Lloyd Wood of the UNH Ponce
Department. "People don't want
to go out in the cold and ste~l
tires," he said.
Wilderness Trails of Durham
has sold more hats, gloves and
scarfs. "People gave hats as
Valentine's Day presents," Peter
Papadopoulos of Wilderness Trails
said.
'"'People have been wearing
just-bought hats and gloves right
· out of the store," said Wendy
Champion of The Weathervane in
Ne)"ington.
'· 1 1 _• J . ._ _\ '~ • •

FOR MAJORS IN:

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING/MECHANICAL ENGINEERING/COMPUTER SCIENCE
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES IN:
FUNCTIONAL AREAS:

PRODUCT AREAS:

~R&D

~ Compu.ters, Calculators & Computer Systems

D Production/Manufact.uring

~Electronic Test &

-iJ Divisional/Field Marketing

D

D Field Service

~Medical Instrumentation

D

0

Measuring

lnstrume~tation

Solid State Integrated Circuits & Components

Chemical Analysis

lnstrum~ntation

PLEASE SIGN UP NOW AT YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICE
IF A CAMPUS INTERVIEW IS NOT CON·
VENIENT, PLEASE SEND YOUR RESUME TO:

"HP CAREERS",
1501 Page Mill Road, Palo Alto, California 94304

HEWLETT -PACKARD IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER, DEDICATED TO AFFIRMATIVE ACTION .
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•
notices
\

GAY WOMEN'S SUPPORT GROUP: The first meeting
will be on Monday, February 19, in Schofield House,
from 4-6 p.m. For more information, call 2-2090, stop by
the Counseling and Testing Center, or come to the first
meeting.
.
HUNGER AND SELF-RELIANCE is the theme of l<,ood
Day-1979 to be held in the Memorial Union on March 2829. If you would like to help in this project,,notify Father
Rick Pennell of St. Thomas More (862-1310) , or
Reverence David Grainger at the Campus Ministry (8621165J.

ACADEMIC
\

Alcohol

registration information.

WASHINGTON INTERNSHIPS : Application deadline
for the summer is March 1. Deadline for the fall
semester is April 15. For more information, stop by the
Ombudsman's Office, Room 51 , Hamilton-Smith, or call
862-1087.
GRADUATE STUDENT CURF PROJECTS: CURF
research proposals from graduate students should be
submitted to the Research Office, Graduate School by
March 21. If you have any questions, please call Jack
Lockwood at 2-2000.
FREE, NON-CREDIT COMPUTER COURSE: Intermediate SOS . This course will cover t[le SUS backup
process, the algorithm used in the SOS commands . The
course is intended to combine a review of the basic SUS
concepts with an introduction to some of its more powerful features. Course meets Wednesday, February 21,
Kingsbury 319, from 2:30-4 p.m. l<,or registration , stop
by Kingsbury Ml 11, or call 862-2323 at least one day in
advance.
FREE, NON-CREDIT COMPUTER COURSE : 1022
Clinic. This monthly clinic has been established to provide assistance of a consulting nature to users of System
1022. Clinic meets Thursday, February 22, Kingsbury
10:~. from 1-2 p.m. See first computer course listing for

.:~

RELIGION
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION: Tuesday,
February 20, Rockingham Room, Memorial Union, 6
p.m .
CAMPUS VISIT BY REPRESENTATIVES OF THE
UNIVERSITY CHRISTIAN MOVEMENT: On Monday,
February 19, Paul Cromwell and Cris Blackburn will be
in the Campus Ministry Office, Wolff House, to discuss
their work in the areas of church relations in South
Korea, an_ upcoming lab~ll' relations conference, the
Nestle boycott, and summer work projects . Call the
Campus Ministry Office, 862-1165, for details .
FRIDAY NIGHT GATHERING: Beginning Friday,
Fe.bruary 23, and continuing weekly every Friday, the
Campus Ministry Office will sponsor a Friday Night
Gathering which will feature a supper program (including old silent filmsJ, and a worship service.
Programs held in the Durham Community Church Activities Room, from 6-9 p.m. We need interested people
to help put it all together. Call 862-1165, or drop by the
Campus Ministry Office, Wolff House, 10 Ballard Street,
Durham.
MINICOURSE--THE PARABLES OF JESUS : Tuesday,
February 20, Campus Ministry Office, Wolff House, 10
Ballard Street. Fifth in a series of six discussions led by
' David Grainger, Campus Minister. Course meets twice
a day: 12 :30-2 p.m ., or 7:30-9 p.m . Everyone welcome .
For more information, call 862-1165.

CAREER
CAREER EXPLORATION WORKSHOP : Series 2
(Liberal ArtsJ, Module B : Interest Assessment. This
module will help you identify those interests which you
enjoy and determine how they might relate to your
career plans. Monday, February 19, Hillsborough
Room, Memorial Union, from 3-5 p.m.

DRINKING AGE
continued from page 1

Coleman said his group was
also working with students at
Dartmouth, Keene State College,
Plymouth State College, and "all
the institutions of higher
education in New Hampshire."
Students at Keene planned to
send several busloads of students
opposed to the bills to the hearing
Wednesday he said.
Coleman said he did not believe
either of the bills would be
passed.
"I don't think the people of the
'Live Free or Die ' state want
more restrictions; I don 't think
the public will support these
bills,'' said Coleman.
Durham bar and package store
owners also oppose-Hie bill.
Several said their businesses
would suffer if the drin~ing age
was raised .
''The bars are going to get
wiped out. People will just stay in
their dorms .and get Qlder people
to buy their beer for them," said
Armand Vallee, owner of
Jodie's Party and Beverage Center.
Nick Karavelas, who owns two
popular Durham bars, Scorpios
and Nick's, agreed with Vallee.
"Not only will it hurt business,
but it's going to create other

problems - people are going to
try different ways of sneaking
in."
Karavelas called the bills
"ridiculous." He questioned the
fairness of a law that would deny
18 year olds the right to dri_nk,
while they are granted the right
to vote.
Opponents of the bills said a
law raising the drinking age
would force minors to drive to
other states to buy alcohol, which
would probably increase alcoholrelated driving accidents.
According to Duncan, Gov.
Gallen plans to deal with thaL
problem by encouraging other
New England states to adopt the
same drinking age as New Hampshire.
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PR!CE BASED ON QUAD OCCUPANCY

SAUL 0 SIDORE
Lecture Series
1978-79
Round Trip Jet Transportation via O.T.C. Chartered Flight

TERRORISM AS POLITICS:
MICHAEL SELZER

All Meals in Flight
s .C?ays and 7 Nights at the Inn on the Beach

Wednesday, February 21, 1979
Pool Party Memorial Union Building
University of New Hampshire
Durham, NH, 8:15 p.m.

Free Beer and Barbecue

All taxes & tips
baggage Handling at Airport -and Hotel
Transfers from Airport to Hotel and Return

Recognized as an authorityon the psychology of politics,
Michael Selzer is a specialist in the study of political extremism.
Terrorism and Nazism are the subjects of his two new books:
Deliverance Day about the liberation of Dachau, and Terrorist
Chic, a detailed look at the astonishing and far-reaching subculture which revels in violence, horror, and brutality.

Services of Resident Tour Director
Hotel Features Include Maid Serv ice I Color T.V. I Swimming Pool,
Air Condit10ned Rooms with Private Bath and Shower
Restaurant and Lounge with Nightly Entertainment .
No extra or hidden charges

The Nuremberg Mind, a book coauthored by Selzer and hailed

as " a landmark" by critics, analyzed the Rorschach tests of
Nazi leaders tried at Nuremberg . Selzer has pioneered the
study of Nazism based on these tests, and he maintains the
most comprehensive collection of psycholo9ical tests
administered to Nazi war criminals .
Currently on the faculty of Brooklyn College, Michael Selzer
was born in India of parents who were refugees from Hitler's
Germany. He was educated at England's Oxford University.
and he lived in Israel for three years before coming to the
United States in 1966. He received his Ph .D. in political science
from the City University of New York. He is now at work on a
major biography of British Prime Minister Benjamin Disraeli . .
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New England Center
of place," said McFarrell. "The
comment we most often get is,
we're not just another Holiday
two-and-a-half day session, a com- Inn.''
·
puter provides results to each
Parsons said, "most of our
representative.
business now is with corporate
- For complicated seminars such executives. The Center for Indusas HOTMAMA, sophisticated in:- trial and Institution~ Developformation storage and retrieval ment in McConnell Hall does a lot
of business at the New England
systems are used.
"We have complete audio- Center. Parsons said they offer
visual capacities," Parsons said. seminars in corporate efficiency
Each of the conference rooms are for business executives.
The center is trying to get out to
equipped with remote control .
tt.evision cameras and audio the public more, according to
systems that record activities Parsons. "Its primary missi-on is
and mdy be played back to the continuing education, but we're
rooms of the conferees in the trying to promote it and make it
Adams Tower.
more visible to people in the
"In addition to serving as a . area," he said.
place to stay for peo_ple attending
Parsons said the center is
conferences,"
said
Larry hosting
several
University
McGarrell, manager of the semiformals that will feature
tower, "we're also the local hotel. buffets, hors d'oeuvre and Rick
We have a· pretty ,good occupan- · Bean.
cy, as-hotels go." --_
The Canterbury Lounge, now
A number of celebrities have being remodeled, will open March
stayed at the tower since it first. Parsons said the lounge will
opened in 1969, including Moshe have a "happy hour" and help to
Dayan 1 Buckminster Fuller, create "a regular atmosphere
Bruce Springsteen, Simon that people can feel comfortable
'Weisenthal, and Mark Lane, as in" at the center.
"We're interested in anybody
well as John B. Connally and former Gov. Meldrim Thomson who wants to use our facilities,"
while attending the annual Straf- Parsons said. "The only things
we can't do, because of the guideford County Lincoln Day Dinner.
"We have businessmen come in lines of the center, are weddings
here becaus·e it's a different sort and Bar Mitzvahs."
N.E. CENTER
continued from page 2

"IN 50 YEARS WHEN PEOPLE WANT
TO KNOW WHAT A ROCK CONCERT WAS
LIKE, THEY'LL REFER TO THIS MOVIE"

a look inside"The Dead·: ..
what they are
, to themselves and to their fans

"I GIVE IT 31h GUITARS"

The Village Voice

ERNIE LEO GRANDE
NY DAILY NEWS

"CONGRATULATIONS GRATEFUL DEAD
YOU'VE CREATED A MASTERPIECE"

"BEST ROCK 'N RQLL FILM TO DATE"

LOU O'NEILL

Bill GRAHAM

NY .POST
,\ i'fi.JN.\RCI 1/ Nl....Wl·:\,\JKCI I~ RJ·:u:.\SI·:

THE GRi\TI·:FUL DEi\D

pnxlucl.!d b~ EDpn-: \.vASHINGTON editorial diredor JERRY GARCIA
location director LEON GAST edited by SUSA'i'N CRUTCHER
Sl)t111d mi~ed by DAN HEAi :'r /THE BURBANK STUDIOS c:-:cculi"c pnxlui.:cr Ri.)N R. \Kl°'J\v
l ka"') \V;ikr Lighl Sh~''" h') l"ii\R'Y ANN l"ii\'YER / K\\N Cl 1.\SI·:

<mim;ililm by c.;AR)' GUTIERREZ

CONSUMER
EDUCATION

pri11ls

h~'

1' f( ~7'1 ''pti\..·:11

hl"'"~- 1tp h ~·

U:"I :: 1. \ tU:SI :.\l{CI I

MULTI-CHANNEL SOUND

''See it in Bil! 35mm''

~--

FRANKLIN THEATER

sponsored by
the Office of Student Activities

EXCELLENCE IN MANAGEMENT

I ET & NUTRITION"
Mon., Feh. 19, 8 p.m.
Senate-Merrimack Rm.
Pam Reiney, Dietician
Representative,UNH Food Cooperative
Manager, local supermarket
This panel will address what to look
for, how to buy, additives, food
·labeling and understanding of
nutritional content, meat and produce, comparative shopping and
lternatives to traditional markets
11

-

IFYOU HAVE

.The willingness to work hard
• A Strong desire' to succeed
IFYQU ENJOY
• A fast paced environment, exciting
and dynamic people ... ·
A CAREER WITH STAR PROVIDES

11

BANKING
Mon., Feb. 26, 8 p.m.
Senate-Merrimack Rm.
Ron Manning, Manager, Durham Trust
Company
Gary Lund, Durham Trust Comoany
Personal Accountar.t '
This panel will examine different
kinds of accounts, how to qet and
keep credit, credit ritfalis, loans
and lending, and nersonal financial
manaqement.
'
11

• An Excellent Starting Salary
• A Profit Sharing Program
• And Many Other Benet its .
PLUS MANAGEMENT OPPORTUNITIES

• Great on the job training with
Star's management team.
JOIN STAR MARKET

11

HEALTH
Mon., March 5, 8 p.m.
Senate-Me~rimack Rm.
Dr. Peter Patterson, physician,
Hood House
Dave Regan. Assistant to the '
_ Director of . Health Services
· Jane Say, Pharmacist
Maynard Jackson, Dentist
Burt Hardy, Counseling psychologist
This panel will provide information
on selecting health services and
professionals. The panel w~ll
specifically address generic drugs,
choosing a therapist, and types of
dentistry.
Program free and open to the public
All workshops held in Memorial Union Building
University of New Hampshire • ,
-

/

STAR WILL BEON CAMPUS
If you are unable to see us on
campus forward resume to :
Personnel Manager
Star M.a rket Company
625 Mt Auburn Street
Cambrldg!, MA. 021;38
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nixes DRAC report
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DRAC ,
failed to propose any alternative
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Final Papers
Multi-Page Reports
Curriculum Materials

of Durham
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copy-printing service

47 Main Street

tel. 868-2450
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continued from page 1
formulas to replace the ones they
feel are unjust.,,Bianco did agree with DRAC
"Building maintenance went
up by 25 percent, safety charges that residents should not have to
went up by 26 percent," Bianco pay for landscaping done around
said. "Those are some of the dormitories.
things I'm really concerned
"To me it's impossible to
about.
determine how much a com"What I would like to ·do to muter and how much a resident
these formulas is work on clarity, benefits from an attractive camequity, and understanding," he pus," he said. "I think all landsaid.
scaping should be paid for out of
Stevens said he'll recommend the University's general fund."
to the president that a committee
Stevens said the formula for
be formed to study DRAC's : landscaping payment is decided
grievances and file a report in' by both UNH and the University
September.
System's general philosophy.
"I do think the timing of
Edward Smith, director of
DRAC's report is unfortunate," University System budgets, said
Stevens said. "These complaints the system's philosophy is to
always seem to come up around charge students equal to the
bud_get time. DRAC has also _ benefit they derive. On this issue

he said each university system is
autonomous.
The Office of Administration at
Keene State College said all landscaping charges there are paid
for by a general university fund.
Thomas Whiteman, assistant
business director at Plymouth
State College, said landscaping
charges around dormitories
there are split between room and
board fees and·the general fund. Stevens said "I _h ave no
~omment one way or the other on
landscaping charges.''
Allan Prince, vice-president of
administration, is responsiale for
· making the decision at UNH and said he won't comment until he
receives a copy of DRAC's
r_eport.
Stevens said the resident students are also taking a risk with
the proposed study. "It is
possible the residents' share of the
budget will go up," he said.

book loft at town & campus
Open Monday-Friday 9 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Saturday 9-5 and Sunday 1·1-5

MEMOREX ·.
SCOTCH:

Package of 390-min
MRX3 Oxide Cassettes

$6 49

Package of 3 90-min
highlander cassettes

$4.34_)

·

plus good prices on other lengths & qualities
of cassettes including MAXELL, SCOTCH
MASTER I & II. Case prices available
CHECK OUT OUR RECORD ACCESSORIES

Wednesday,
MONDAY

Chicken Noodle Soup
Baked Macaroni & Cheese Casserole

JO a.m. -3 p.m.

1.10

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

Granite State Room MUB

Vegetable Barley
Beef Stroganoff & Hot Buttered Noodles
2.25

Homestyle Pea Soup
- Lasagna With Small Salad &
Garlic Bread

Talk ~ith employees from:

2.25

THURSDAY

Febrnary~21st

French Onion Soup
Quiche Lorraine - Broccoli, Ham or Bacon

Summer Camp

2.25

· Resorts

Quiche Lorraine - Crabmeat
Served With Small Salad
Homestyle Fish Chowder
Shrimp Stuffed Peppers
2.7J
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Grievances

of the dispute.
Professor Donald Green, chairMillimet said Moore had a man of the standards committee,
"narrow view of the University said he recieved a copy of Millias a wl}ole" after being told of , met's r1e port to Mills. Millimet
SPITZ
Moore's remarks about the role said this was appropria_te,
continued from page 3
because Green represents an ofof University counsel.
request. Spitz suspended his par"When you represent an insti- ficial University committee. He
ticipation in the grievance tution, you represent the official said that if a faculty member in
proceedings because he felt his committees and officers of the in- Moore's position requested his..
rights were being violated and stitution," Millimet said. "The counsel, "I wouldn't meet with
·
asked M~lls to confer with Professional Standards Commit- him."
Millimet on the merits of his ob- tee and the President are acting
"I think everyone is trying to
jections.
·
do this thing properly, and everyfor the University."
As
University
counsel, one should be patient," he said.
Mills lifted a five-week suspeNMoore said he has been unable
sion on the proceedings on Jan. Millimet works on a case-by-case
26, after Millimet told Mills that basis on legal matters in the Uni- to elaborate on his initial charges
against Spitz because of the
the procedures used were versity System.
"generally appropriate."
When asked)f Mills gave him a
copy of the Millimet ·report, Spitz
would not comment. He did say
he received a copy of the Profess i ona l Standards Committee
report and that.he was preparing
a response to the ~resident,
which would be sent sometime
next week.
Mills could not be reached yesFeb. 16 & 17: Kashmire
terday to comment on-Millimet's
report; because he was en route
from California.
~
''The report from Attorney
Feb.
18: AtJantics
Millimet should be seen by all
parties to the grievance, not just
~
one side," Moore said. "Why is it
Feb. 19-25: Renegade
that if Attorney Millimet is legal
counsel for the entire University
and is suppose to give advice for
-.--.--------~-everyone in the University, why
am I not allowed to see the advice
when others did? Is Millimet
MON - College l.D. Night
working for the University as a
whole or just for certain parties
to the grievance?"
TUES- Beggars Night
,
Moore produced a letter from
Mills, dated Feb. 13, in response
to Moore's request to see
WED Night
Millimet 's report. Mills said he
wrote to Millimet to "obtain his
release to you of relevant information in his report" and that '
"Millimet's, report to me was
made with the understanding
·~~
that his response is a privileged
communication."
Millimet said yesterday that he
had not yet received Mills' letter,
and that he has not communicated directly to either side

._.·-·-·---·--·-----------·-·--·----·

secrecy that has been imposed on
the grievance process.
"..As far as I was concerned, the
<grievance) hearings could have
been held in public view' but the
Professional Standards Committee specifically prescribed confidentiality for the process," said
Moore. "There is no basis in the
by-laws for doing so, but we have
all completely abided by the suggestion by the PSC that nothing
be said.
"Now that the process is over,
again I am wondering on what
basis is this report still being kept
confidential? And Millimet's

Pd

~

w

~

Ladles~

CJ

. ._________.. . . . . . . . 5
H

report is 'privileged communication' even though he gave it to
Spitz."
Moore said that Spitz's request
that Mills seek Millimet's counsel
on his objects was "obviously a
delay tactic he used to prevent
the PSC from doing its work.
Millimet clearly rejected his
·claim as simply false.''
Mills has an apointment with
the Faculty Council, the
executive committee of the
Faculty Caucus, today at 1 p.m.,
''presumably to discuss the
grievance," according to a member of the council.

.

~All·

IN

"HOW TO MARRY A MILLIONAIRE"
and

PEARL BAILEY in

"CARMEN JONES"

Sunday afternoon Wide Screen Matinee
Feb. 18 Stoke Hall 1-5 p. tn.
PLUS: cartoons & STVN-produced
SHOR TS. on SUBJECTS

NORMAN'S HAIR STYLING

MAY DEGREE
CANDIDATES

"The Family Place"
4 Ba Ila rd Street

Durham
868-2231
/

INTENT~To-GRADUATE

CARDS
.DUE
·IN
THE
I
REGISTRAR'S

We have moved!
Our look has changed
Our s·ervices improved
Treat yourself to a Henna, the
color that highlights, conditions, and
gives your hair extra body

Other services ottered:
ear piercing
manicures
Gigi Honee wax hair removal

Our staff:

OFFICE (Rm. 8-A)

Lori Cota, manager
Shari Cota
Diane Bilodeau
Ann Miller

Debbie Ouellette
Anita Milne
Dan Bryant

FEBRUARY 20
TUESDAY
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Hours: Mon-Fri, 8-5 pm
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Sat 8-2 pm
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editorial----A tough act to follow
This week marked the end of an era.
It was an era of concern, conciliation and
cooperation. It was an important chapter in the
University's history -- a tumultuous period of expansion and growth, awareness and involvement.
It was the era of UNH President Eugene Mills,
and we regret to see it end.
Mills's decision to accept the presidency of
Whittier College at the end of this term came as
no real surprise to the University. Mills was as
candid and open about his application for that job
as he has been on nearly every issue to come, up
during his five years as president.
In January, Mills said that if he was offered the
position, he'd probably take it. This week he was,
and he did.
This is the same man who, when he assumed the
UNH presidency five years ago, said he wouldn't
keep the job for more than five to seven years.
Those five years are up and Mills, as always,
kept his word. He is leaving UNH.
When be made that comment five years ago,
Mills said, "It's a disservice to the University for a

president to serve for too long. I'd prefer a solid
period of achievement."
And he has gotten just.that.
Mills has been the great arbitrator at UNH. He
has impressed even the most cynical students with
his true concern and compassion. He's quieted
faculty dissent, prevented collective bargaining,
shown concern for underpaid staffers and carried
on in the face of budget cut after budget cut.
A man ·1ess diplomatic than Mills would have
exploded under the pressures of an arch~onservative Governor and a vitriolic newspaper
publisher. Not Eugene Mills.
Mills managed to placate former Gov. Meldrim
Thomson and Manchester Union Leader publisher
William Loeb without ever giving in to their
strongarm tactics.
He's managed to maintain the high quality of
education UNH offers in spite of its pitiful state
funding.
And he's managed to keep the University a
beautiful and constructive place despite
mushrooming enrollment and physical expansion.

letter--s- - - - - Chilled Californians
To the Editor:
As California exchange students. we
were somewhat chagrined by statements made in the article "California
Students Feel the Chill" in the Feb. 13
issue of The New Hampshire. Members of the California exchange expressed many generalizations, brandmg~New Englanders as cold, hard to
talk to, and sexually inhibitea.
Californians, on the other hand, were
praised as being open, friendly, and
"loose." Stereotypical observations
are easy lo make, but they rarely
stand up lo close scrutiny. This is the
case here.
We do believe that many Californians are open and friendly, but we
would not go so far as to say that no
female college students at San Diego
State University retain their virginity
past tnefr freshman year. We would not
want to t>e held responsible for a mass
emigration of male New Englanders to
California. What if they found that they
·had traveled all the way to California
merely to disprove a misconception?
As for UNH students being hard !o
get to know, it all depends on who you
are talking about. We have met many
UNH students, both male and female
and have had no tr~1;1ble in getting to

know them. Perhaps it is true that "instant relationships" are more difficult
to find in New Hampshire, but with a
little effort, rewarding friendships can
be made.
We have talked to some of the
students who were interviewed for the
article and were told that some of their
statements were taken out of context.
The r~rter of a story such as this has
the power to add or omit statements
made by those interviewed. He can show
a slanted viewpoint, as Mr. Black did
in his interview, Tor the sake of a controversial or sensationalist article that
many people will read.
It should be noted that only five or
six Californians were interviewed for
this article. Their opinions must not be
construed to represent the views of all
California exchange students.
Generalizations and stereotypical
statements form the basis for the article. We hope that UNH students will
not judge all Californians by the
opinions of a few.
Richard Graham
Stephanie Casenza
Steve Schindler
Abby Miller
Karla Peterson
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To the Editor:
The San Diego State Sociological
Research team has once again made
their findings public. This year's
prognosis is dismal indeed.
I was shocked to learn that there are
actually virgins at · UNH--what a
disgrace! Perhaps we should pool
resources with the exchange students
and fight this institutional celibacy.
Equally as disturbing, their stud'
concludes that "nobody smokes
(marijuana) here." I think someone
forgot to tell that to the men of
Alexander.
F'urthermore,
unlike
California's universities, we have
football players who "think they're
God's gift to women." But, worst of
all, the study indicates that we suffer
from that most dreaded of social
maladies,
"underlying
conservatism." It's no wonder we drink so
much.
Where does this leave us; how can
we find comfort in the frigid state of
New Hampshire? Well, I admit I can't
walk down Main Street and make
new friends by saying "howdy" as
seems to be the case in California.
Yes, I have to actually "work to get a
friend." Ah, but these few are real.
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Mills knows when to be tough. He stood up to
the trustees when they wanted the right to storm in
on UNH classes. He stood up to the Union Leader
when faced with yet another reactionary editorial.
He's spearheaded the move to preserve the campus's natural beauty.
Mills is a mild man who's worked to keep the
campus restrained and calm in the face of these
and other issues. He's been criticized for being too
mild -- but his approach has worked.
The University of New Hampshire has a high
reputation. For faculty, a job here is a prestigious
one. For students, a UNH degree is a valuable one.
The value and prestige of UNH is due largely to
Mills' efforts.
Mills has decided to end his work here, as he
knew he would when he took the job. We can see
the value of that decision, the need for a change
for both the University and its president.
W.e' re now faced with the task of finding a
replacement for Mills. It won't be an easy· job.
Because Eugene Mills is an awfully tough act to
follow.

California exchange students.
I came to UNH on exchange from SD
State University in January 1978 and
transferred here last September.
When I came to UNH, the people
welcomed me. They were friendly and
anxious to get to know me. Students in
my classes introduced themselves! At
SDSU I could sit next to someone all
semester long and never know their
name. Everyone at UNH knows about
the exchange and when I'd say I'm
from California they were interested
To the Edi tor:
and anxious to talk to me. I went to "
As a resident of New Hampshire and SDSU for 5 semesters without even
an alumnus of the UNH-California ex- meeting a NH student.
change, I feel that I must comment on
Most people form opinions of the
the statements make in last Tuesday's places they visit. But what criteria do
article on "chilled Californians."
you base your opinions on? DrinkContrary to popillar belief, not all . ing, pot smoking, ar:id sexual
people in New Hampsfore are cold and promiscuity?! I can't believe that's
conservative. But then again, not all what we're looking for at college.
people from California are suntanned
David Pletz laughs al the questions
and liberal. Generalizations such as people ask him about California. Well,
these are usually made on the basis of; a conversation has to start somewhere
a few isolated instances, and in no way and those are the typical questions to
reflect the lifestyles of everyone in- begin one with (note: I am tan, had
cluded in the statements.
never seen snow before I came to UNH
I do not, for example, believe that all and Jive on the beach). At least
football players are "stupid and stuck someone's interested. Most people in
up," or that eve~y man at Acacia California don't even know where
fraternity "thinks he's God's gift to UNHis.
women." These generalizations, made
I think the California exchange
in Tuesday's article, aren't only false, students should make the most of their
but they are malicious and unkind as stay at UNH and hot make haughty
well.
generalizations about the people.
The comments stating that no one at Come on, swallow your pride and
UNH smokes pol and that women are make an effort to really get to know
not liberated sexually are also false. New Hampshire. I thank God that
These two items are a matter of in- alcohol, pot, and sex will someday
dividual choice. Each person can . seem of small importance compared
decide what she or he·wants to do, and to love and lasting friendships. I move
there is no justification for condemn- we try to encourage the latter.
ing a person or persons for choosing
Kathy Wrench
differently from someone else.
230 Hitchcock
The participants in the UNHCalifornia exchange are given the op- To the Editor:
portunity to live and work in another
Not considering ourselves "prusection of the country, and to ex- dish, aloof, conservative or waspish"
we take issue with some of the sweepperience a lifestyle tlillt different from
their own. Hut d1tterent aoes not mean ing generalizations aimed at UNH stubad, or funny, or unhealthy, or unac- dents and New Englanders in general.
ceptable. Differences simply indicate
(California Students article: I<"'eb. l:H
that people are choosing to live the These generailzatfons were not only
way that they wish to live. Is there rash, nut were based on the opinions
really anything wrong with that?
of only five of the 50 California
Jackie Bonefant Exchange Students. Why haven't we
Congreve 160 heard from the other 45?
Several of the students cited stated
that their reasons for coming were,
To the Editor:
I was absolutely shocked when I and we quote, ''because we heard
read the article on California students UNH is a good party school." "Nobody
on F'eb. 13. I'd like to emphasize that knows who you are or what you are
the opinfon that New Englanders are Jike ... it's like a new start. And if it gets
"prudish, aloof, conservative, and real bad here I can think, hell, I'm
Waspish" comes from four out of 50 leavin~ in four months anyways."
long lasting relationships and if I may
use your chilly analogy, these friends
are still beside when it's 20 below.
At the risk of falling to the ethnocentric level of Tuesday's article, let me
conclude by asking you why it takes
twelve Californians to change a light
bulb. One to change the light and
eleven to relate to the experience. I
agree David Pletz, that is amusing.
David Choate
Alexander 324
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While we accept your motives for
visiting UNH, are you equally accepting of our motives for being here.' Perhaps the closed doors to which vou ref~rred are merely indicative ·of our
academic attempts . .
And when our· doors are open, which
we find to be the rule rather than the
exception, how can you expect us to be
friendly to people with preconceived
notions of us. If you approach us with
the attitude that we are more back_ward than you, where can we go from
there?
The majority of UNH students were
described as being less friendly, always hurried, and tight. Il was stated
that our methods of forming friendships was slower paced and different
from those of Californians. But, does
being dif~nt imply being worse? We
agree that friendships in New England
are somewhat slow-forming and, yes,
maybe the California Exchange Student missed out due to the brevity of
his stay. But we contend that what you
can gain from our more involved friendships is more long-lasting and
valuable than numerous superficial,
instantaneous ones.
<;>~r ~ajor reason for voicing our
opm10n 1s to not be a party to these
generalizations supported in The New
Hampshire. We were disturbed and insulted by this article as we are in
support of the California Exchange
Program and its goals. We see these
goals as making an effort to meet and
learn about other people and ourselves.
Lynnette Murphy
Jane Barg
Christine Macnamara
To the Editor:
The loose, liberal, potheads of California object to Doug Black's misleading article <Feb. 13) about the Cali~
fornia exchange students. As two of
the fifty, we feel it was unfair that only
six Californians were chosen to represent everyone's opinion on the exchange. We feel he bas~d his article on
the negative, or controversial differences between California and New
Hampshire. We also feel, after talking
to a few of the six who were interviewed, that their comments were censored. Uniy certam statements were
put into the article, while important
viewpoints were totally left out. Along
with those of us who were not even
asked an opinion, those who were interviewed were victimiwd. Some of
their comments have been misrepresented, chopped up, and totally taken
out of context.
The main point is that all Califotnians are not alike and do not hold the
same stereotyped opinions of New
Englanders. As individuals, it is frus' trating to be thought of as "layed
b~.ek," oversexed burn-outs, here just
to have a good time. As it is, it is hard.
enough to fight the typical stereotyped
California image here without the help
of this biased, onesided article.
Wanda June Schussler -SDSU
Nancey Rabiner - SDSU

.............

Fire station
To the Editor:
I would hope that the faculty, staff
and students eligible to vote in the
Durham Town Meeting reject the
UNH Fire Department proposal. The
location is highly undesirable; the
streets of UNH are essentially ·
pedestrian way. What they don't need
is more heavy vehicle use. This is particularly important in as much as
campus streets will soon be hosting a
steady stream of htrge garbage trucks
en route to the new incinerator. Ftirther, fire and other "emergency"
equipment deem incapable of moving
without screaming sirens, horns and
bells, which are disruptive to classes
during the day and sleeping at night.
Equally important, however, is the
impact on already totally ·inadequate
campus parking facilities, which have
been seriously compromised by the
self-serving
bureaucracy
that
dominates the traffic committee.
There is an ongoing and expanding
grab for privileged parking of the service people, which not only violates
the basic premise of equity which
<ought to be a _guide to a~y University
policy, but also materially reduces
total parking. Many of the reserved
spaces remain idle during most or all
of the day. The- "llany are put upon so
that the few will not be inconvenienced
b;y · walkir.g.
All
privileged
parking must be eliminated.
The general situation has been further worsened by unwarranted
"safety" and other provisions. Several
examples-will suffice. A dozen or more
spaces have been removed from in
front of Taylor Hall because fire
equipment exits past there. This
despite the fact that they had

managed to do so for the last 30 years
without accident or mishap and
despite the fact that the length of the
run before reaching the corner allows
vehicles to get up to as much as 15
mph. Another illustration of nonsense
is the loss of seven parking spaces next
to James Hall because the Kari Van
stops there for a couple of minutes
several times a day_ Strangely
enough, buses downtown 'and in other
parts oUhe world manage to double
park for passengers to enter and exit.
There are many other ·examples of
nonsense regulations, but one more
will suffice. This is the indiscriminate
posting of "reserved for disabled"
where there is ideptifiable disabled
user. This of cours~ js done to make tttei
Feds happy, not to serve any genuine
need.
Since writing this, I see that the
Trustees have promised restoration of
any lost parking spaces. Given the
steady erosion of on campus parking
allowed..and promoted by the Traffic
Committee, I would like to know
where the replacement parking is to
be located. Across the railroad tracks
is not replacement for- on campus
parking.
Silas B. Weeks
Associate-Professor of
Resource Economics
INER, James Hall

Aegis
To the Editor:
Michael St. Laurent's <Student
Caucus) proposal to amend "the
statement of purpose" for UNH's
literary publication, Aegis, "To
restrict material printing to be written
only by fulltime undergraduate
students" is based on false information an inacceptable premise. St.
Laurent stated, ". . . much of the
material in Aegis is written by
graduate students, faculty members
and
non-University
affiliated
writers ." "St. Laurent cited undergraduate students he knows who
had been rejected by Aegis in favor of
work done by graduate students.' (The
New Hampshire, Tuesday, Feb.13)
The last faculty member published
in Aegis was three years ago. We have
never published a non-University
writer and undergraduate work outnumbered graduate work 16 to 3 in the
fall issue. Ultimately, we do no reject
any writer in favor of another. We
publish all the best material we
receive. If a poem or a fiction piece is
rich and well-crafted, it will be
published. If I had excluded the three
graduate poets from the fall issue.
Aegis would have been some nine
pages shorter than it was. By the same
token, if three more undergraduate
poets had submitted interesting and
finished poems, the issue would have
been nine pages larger.
What St. Laurent and the Caucus do
not seem to be aware of is that UNH's
Writing Program is highly respected
throughout the academic world. UNH
consistently produces poets. and
writers of quality and stature. The
Writing Workshops at UNH are often
freely integrated with graduate and
undergraduate writers who exist in a
relationship based on talent and love
for the process of good literature, not
class year:,.
Our object in publishing Aegis is to
-offer the Univeristy community a
.distinguished magazine echoing the
voice of it's student writers. By excluding graduate poets and writers
from our pages we lose an essential
part of that'voice.
I was not informed of the budget
meeting, nor was I consulted in the
matter of this amendment. As_editor of
Aegis, I feel this- was an extremely
irresponsible move.
The kind of financial power weilding
that this amencfment implies is antithetical to the idea of free press. We
will not allow the Student Caucus to
edit Aegis with the dollar sign. If we let
them. dictate to us who we may publish
and who we may not, their next step
may be to refuse us fudning because
the word 'fuck' appears in a short
story.
Elizabeth Knight
editor, Aegis

Mark Lane
To the Editor:
When Mark Lane spoke here ten
days ago, he used two-and-a-half hours
to tell a one-hour story. He could have
omitted references to hair dryers. underwear r basketball, books he's red,.,

jungle survival, and more.
University of New Hampshire to
'It is not too late to discuss his lec- presuppose who is or who isn 'l safe lo
ture, "The Horrors at Jonestown," come to Durham lo speak lo the combecause what he said and the way he munity.
said it are essential to understanding
I 'would like lo personally
the media's role in forwarding inforcongratulate l)1e staff of MUSO and
mation. If we accept the idea that we The New Hampshire for their fine efact in the world in the way we know the forts in conduclin~ Mr. Lane's apworld,
this understanding is pearance_
paramount.
What Lane said on Feb. 6 boggled
me; how he said it seduced me.
Representative l{ichard D. Monissette
When it came time to question him I
123 Maple St1·<-el
felt unsure, overloaded, and tired--1
Somersworth, NH
sensed the audience felt like that, too. I
am saddled with an ambivalent
response to his talk because I am
unable to reconcile its content with its
form.
Lane said that the New York Times
secretly collaborated with the CIA by
publishing an agency memorandum
under the byline of a staff writer. Lane
said that he has proof that the media is
involved with the CIA in discrediting To the Edi tor:
him, and in suppressing the truth
Dear Mom and Dad,
Well, school's going pretty well so
about Jonestown. Lane startled me
with many stories 1 hadn't heard far. I decided to do something with my ,
before.
·
spare time, I like __ hockey <who
Lane rudely patronized panel mem- wouldn't, we have a terrific team!)
ber Paul Brockelman, associate so I joined the hockey pep band. It's
professor of philosophy, by asking if he run by a grad student in the music dewanted pen and paper to take notes. partment, Kevin Moran, and a music
Lane patronized the audience by major, Jay Daley. About twenty of us
saying he was surprised that the crowd get together and p~ay a~ the games.
didn't know the things he did. Lane It's alot of fun. We don't have a very
ingratiated the crowd by first ap- big selection of music (or seats at the
pearing meek and almost apologetic games) because the pep band isn't
("ldon't know what everyong is afriad really part of the music department's
of _.. "), but with each anecdote he budget and we can't afford new music.
spoke more loudly; by the end of the We play songs like Varsity Drag,
Hawaii Five-0, and Gospel John. After
talk he was shouting.
Maybe Lane patronized audience UNH goals, we play the New
and panel unintentionally, because he Hampshire March. We play short fanis a poor public speaker. Maybe he fares after bad calls (Popeye) and bewas loud and overbearing because he fore face-offs (the Star Wars
is a good manipulator, as he is Fanfare). These were scored by studescribed by the Times and Esquire. dents in the ~usic department.
I really enjoy playing in the pep
Maybe Lane spoke as he did because
he knows' the truth and he is angry at band and often members of the crowd
will thank us for playing and complipeople who fail to see iL
It appears impossible to untangle ment us_ Well, Mom and Dad, the reathe truth from the snarl of contradic- son I'm writing is, it seems this "retory reports concerning Jonestown. porter" from the school newspaper
That is frightening. Are social and (I think his name is Lee Humpbacker
political issues so far removed from or something) doesn't like the pep
the public that we can never know the band. He thinks we should be arrested
truth? If that be the case, what we call for disturbing the public. Shows you
democracy is an embarrassing the mentality of "newswriters" nowamasquerade. Votes blindly cast are days! He's always got to have somevalueless, destructive. Conclusions thing to gripe about. Funny, I haven't
based on anecdotes prostitute a seen this Lee guy doing anything to
political system that depends on a support the team, unless you can call
populace with the ability to discern his "articles•· support. Too bad the
guy didn't bother to find out a little'
truth from sham.
What Lane said about the symbiosis more about the pep band before he
between the media and US intelligence made his callous remarks. Perhaps
agencies is astounding. If he speaks then he would have put a little thought
the truth, he is right in demanding the behind them. Maybe he's actually a
public to fight for the truth. But the frustrated trumpet player.
I must say, I was hurt by his derisive
way he spoke demeaned those who
listened and belittled what he said. comments, but the band is still going
That he couched his statements and to play. We're just a bunch of people
manipulated the ones who came to getting together to support our team.
listen makes me wonder if Mark Lane We practice for an hour before we play
is interested in truth or in promoting · and then we go to the game. Maybe
himself. He insisted that his story is the next time we play, the reporter will
the right one; yet, his long speech was spend less time criticising the crowd
pregnant with strategy. The disturbing and more time polishing his techquestion: Why did he ~acrifice content nique ...
Well, I'd better go now, I've got to
at the altar of form?
The truth must first be known
clean my trombone and I think the cat
about Mark Lane before the truth can is attacking a reporter from the New
'
ever be known about Jonestown. Is he Hampshire.
.Susan Corbett
a prophet or a shyster?
Hockey Pep Band Member
Regardless, the snake-oil salesman
has passed through town.
Terry Monmaney
Portsmouth

each dorm has more residents than
any single Greek house. During the
full week before Winter Carnival all
the Greeks were involved in rush
ryroe:rams. The sororities alone spent
(~':'~ ~f the seveIJ_ preceding nights
having rush functions:
All the . Greek houses worked
together for many weeks preparing
and executing a very successful
"Night of Sin." This is not to mention
that we are also students who go to
classes, study and are involved in
many activities-, just as dorm residents are.
. Secondly,
Laura
Locke was
mistaken in Tuesday's The New Hampshiie when she wrote. "Jessie Doe's
Dragon, Sigma Beta and Delta Zeta's
Steamboat Willie, and Pi Kappa Alpha
and Alpha Chi Omega's Dumbo also
fared well in the competition, although
little effort or time seemed to be put
into any of them."
These sculptures did not win first
prizes, but it is an exaggeration to
assume that little effort and time was
put into them. It takes hours and many
people's - efforts to build even the
smallest sculpture. It is obvious that
Ms. Locke ~id not spend any time
working outside for hours in the subzero weather.
.
For those of us who did, it was a test
of endurance, and it was rewarding to
finally see Mickey Mouse develop two
legs from a big chunk of hardened ice.
We worked hard and built the sculptures for the contest, for the people
who enjoy touring the campus looking
at them, and for our own satisfaction,
but it.is disappointing to be negatively
criticized in our own school
newspaper .
DottMatott
and the Sisters of
Delta Zeta. ·

Hockey hand

To the Editor:
Last Tuesday evening, I had the
pleasure of attending the lecture
MUSO presented given by Mark Lane .
after reading Mark Lane's book on the
assassination of President Kennedy,
"Rush to Judgement." After wit:
nessing his performance this past
summer in front of the House Select
Committee on Assassinations, and
after doing extensive reading on the
Jonestown Suicides, I expected a very
thorough, interesting and provocative
lecture. I was not dis_appointed.
What I was disappointed in was not the
appearance of Mr. Lane, or his presentation, but only the manner in which
the Administration, i.e., President
Mills, took on the subject. President
Mills in 'fhc> New Hampshire is quoted
as saying that Mr. Lane's appearance
would he "an unwise one." This in my
opinion is counter-productive to a
basic purpose a university system
should perform. It is my impression
that one of the purposes a university
should perform is to explore areas
which have great human and
sociological interest, regardless of the
slancc or posit'ion which may be taken
by a presentation. Granted Mark Lane
is a controversial and dubious figure,
but his insi~ht to knowledge of the
Jonestown tra~edy can only give us all
a greater understanding of what look
place last November in Guyana.
II is dangerous to make judgements
upon the credibilitv or the position of
any person who \l-ish<.>s lo speak at
UNH. It is not the function of the
· }"resident or the administration of bhe ·

To the Editor:
We the brothers of Alpha Tau
Omega feel slightly abused by your
treatment of our Winter Carnival snow
sculpture. We have more class than to
equip our snowman with a mere bottle
of beer. The bottle in question was_a
vintage year 0978) bottle of Blue Nun
wine.
The Brothers of
Alpha Tau Omega

Sculptures
To the Editors:
I would first of all like to comment
on a misconception that Meg Trumball, Vice President of Smith Hall, has
concerning fraternities and sororities.
In the 1'.,riday, Feb. -9th issue of The
New Hampshire, Ms. Trumball was
speaking of snow sculptures and
"noted that fraternities and sororities
generally have more time and people
"to devote energies toward-making the
sculpture. "
This comment, even in the most
general sense, is a fallacy. As far as
• numbers of people go, it is obvious that

/"1
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Sculptures
redux
To the Editor:
The irresponsibility shown by The
New Hampshire, in Tuesdays <Feb.
13) reporting of the snow sculptures,_
.once again shows that The New Hamp. shire advocates poor coverage. Ho\Y
can you possibly miss a 13 foot cricket,
maoe oy members of the largest dorm
on campus?? It was explained to us
that "Joe Photog," (sent out by the
New Hampshire) forgot to take a picture of Jiminy so your reporter, Laura
Locke, did not mention him in her article. Poor, very poor!!
Decent articles (I refuse to mention
"good") are written by first hand
knowledge, not by studying pictures.
The nerve of Ms.Locke and The New
Hampshire to publish degrading
reports on Sawyer and Smith lends
further evidence to what we always
assumed. The New Hampshire staff
<and I especially include the mental
midget who said there was "no time"
to fix the copy before printing) are a
bunch of inadequate, second rate,
peons, because they are smart enough
to notice their errors, but stupid
enough to also print them: Poor, very ,
poor!!
I suggest that in the future you
report on the entire story. Yes-- The
New Hampshire blew it again!------Or is this still??
Patricia A. Bradley
Henry S. Flickinger
Michael Lawless

1

Oil

To the Edi tor:
Just how Jong should we sit idly by
while oil companies invent shortages
and manipulate oil supplies'! Now they
<the oil companies) are predicting
rationing. Wouldn't they love that, dictating not only the price we pay but the
amount we buy also! And what a price
we'll pay!
It seems no one is willing to consider
_the consumer. Ofie ties our hands
tighter while another- reaches more
deeply into our pockets. The consumer
must stand up for herself and himself!
It's time we stopped allowing ourselves to be walked over. It's time to
show them we are tough customers.
We can avert rationing and
unreasonable prices by boycotting.
Please encourage your readers to
boycott all gas stations on Saturdays
and Sundays from J<"ebruary 23rd thru
April 23rd.
God will help us if we unite in this effort.
SallyG. Lee
Raymond, NH
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The Salty Dog: Not just
second-hand clothing

By Barbara Walsh
An antique puppet on roller
skates is the first thing which

catches your eye as you walk into
the Salty Dog on Market Street in
Portsmouth_. The puppet is one of
the many unusual artifacts in the
Salty Dog, a shop which
specializes in second hand and
hand made clothing.
The clothes at the Salty Dog
have cfiaracter, and the decor is
unique. A nylon doll with
puckered red lips slouches in an
antique barbers' chair; next to
the doll stand two headless mannequins dressed as hride and
groom .--The Salty Dog, owned by
Sharone Einhorn and Lynne
Murphy has been located in Portsmouth for two years. Now
housed on Market - Street, the
Salty Dog was previously located
on Bow Street under different
management.

<Barbie Walsh photos)

Murphy has only been with the
shop since September. Prior to
the Salty Dog, she had her own
shop in Ogunquit, Maine for a
year.
"I walked in here one day and
Sharone and I started talking. We
though it'd made a good combo if
we got together."
Einhorn, Murphy's partner,
buys most of the clothing. "My
partner's been buying old clothes
for seven years." .
Eyes wide with admiration,
Murphy continues, "She's got a
real eye for the fine stuff." According to Murphy , Einhorn is
now in Taiwan buying silk shirts
and skirts.
The rage for raccoon coats and
Victorian lace blouses has put a
high price on the clothing out of
grandma's trunk. To avoid high
prices and depletion of stock,
Murphy does a lot of sewing,
using Vogue patterns. She tends
to prefer the high designer styles
such as Calvin Klein suits.
The clothing which Murphy
sews is of top quality fabric and
craftsmanship. A few years ago
she · designed costumes for a
small theatre in New Jersey.
Lat er she had a shop selling
clotht'S in Jersey. "I moved from
Jersey up to Ogunquit, Maine to
open another shop. And now,"
with a grin she adds, 'Tm here."
The small one room shop is
packed with something for
everyone, whether the customer
is male or female. The prices
range from 50 cents for an old
postcard to $100.00 for a handsewn quilt.
Sweaters range from old button-ups with beaded designs to
bulky wool pullovers, some of
which are from Afghanistan. The
average price for a sweater is
about $15.00.
Old jackets, some dating back
to the 50's complete with the high
school emblem, along with
blazers from the 20's and 30's
range from $15 to $20.00.
Wool skirt and jack~t sets circa
1920 sell for $20.00 to $25.00.
Old vests? Laughing, Murphy

arts&

entertainm.ent
.............
.. ..
,...,.,.,.

explains, "We bought a bale of
455 vests. It looked like a big bale
of hay."
Murphy kept the vests on her
living room floor for a week, sorting, cleaning and mending them.
"Old clothes are really hot now,
especially in New York," says
Murphy. "Dealers come and buy

,.

pants~ collarless shirts, old white

lace wedding dresses and Victorian petticoats. The list goes on,
but there's more to the Salty Dog
than clothes. The decor is an antique collector's paradise. Old
books, posters, postcards with
bathing beauties, speckled pointy
eye glasses, an antique violin and
a case full of jewelry and haircom bs are just a taste of what"s
in the Salty Dog.
"I sometimes go into attics and
buy old clothing and beads . There
was one woman who had
beautiful old Victorian clothes,"
Murphy says. "It's real fun; it's a
great way to earn a living."
On the counter sits a boxful of
buttons, with aged, unique colors
and shapes. When asked if these
buttons are for sale, Lynne
smiles like a kid with her prize
possession, "Nope,.they're mine. '
The Salty Dog's atmo.sphere is
unrushed and low key . Murphy
says, "We have people who just
come in and talk and don't buy
anything.
Murphy is a skillful seamstress
and the shop displays her ability
to repair old clothing . "The
clothes are in perfect condition;
no rips or tears. And they're one
of a kind.
Murphy works six days,
sometimes seven days a week.
She says, "I'm here 10:00 to 4:30
Monday through Saturday . Sunday sometimes. vou know.
· Sometimes till 6:00." Thinking a
minute, she smiles and continues,
"Sometimes till 8: 00.

from our store and go back to
New York and sell the same
clothing for 10 times more."
Compared to other second hand
stores, the Salty Dog is (airly expensive. Blazers at the Second
Coming in Newmarket are $5.00
compared to $15.00 at the Salty
Dog. The high prices reflect the
recent demand for old clothing.
Salty Dog wear .includes
suspenders, thin old ties, rayon
dresses old shoes like grandma 's, silk shawls, pleated men's

The Salty Dog is a haven for
second-hand clothing lovers and
browsers. Its nooks and crannies
bulge with a medley of items:
from thin polka-dot ties to
autheptic Victorian petticoats to
lace-up boots that could have
belonged to Mary Poppins.
"You have to look very
carefully here," Murphy says.
"You can't come in for just ten
minutes or you wouldn't see
anything."

~-•SAMPLER•~----------~~~~--~----Ge11eology scourging returns to tlze TV witlz
ABC's Roots: The Second Generation. This follow
up serial to tire saga, Roots watched by millions of
A111erica11s finalizes Alex Haley's fan1ily tree.
Begi1111i11g to11iglzt at 8 µ111. 011 ABC stations, the
14-lwur serial will co11ti11ue 011 February 19, 8prn ,
February 20. 9 µ111, February 21. 9 pm, February
22, 9 µm . February 23. 9 pm, a11d February 25 at 9
pm.
Tlze next four ge11erations will follow slavery
abductio11 at tlze tum of tlze century through tlze
Deµressio11 and two World Wars. The diverse cast
features suclz stars as Diaha1111 Carroll. Ruby Dee.
Andy Griffit/1 , Henry Fonda , Olivia DeHavilla11d,
James Earl Jones. Dina Merrill and Marlon Bnmdo. Bra11do plays the fanatical leader of tlze
A111erirnn Nazi party. Directors ]01z11 Emum,
Clwrles Rubi11 , Lloyd Richards a11d George Stanford take turns directing tlzis 11wlti111illidn dollar
production.

Friday, February l6
Tlze Co11cord String Quartet co11ti11ucs its cycle
of tlze co111plete Beetl1ove11 String Quartets at tl1e
Durlzam Co111111u11ity Clzurc/1 at 8 µ111. Opus 18,
no. 1. opus 95 and opus 127 arc 011 tl1e progrm11 for
tlze eve11i11g. Spo11sored by tlze D11rlu1111 Co111111w1ity Clwrc/1. UNH Celebhty Series a11d tlzc
UNH Fu11d. Tickets $2.
Tlze Patty Larki11 Ba11d. lzot co11te111porarics at
tlze Press Roo111 in Ports111011tl1.
Tlze MUB Pub Jzas Ariel at 8 µ111.
Fleet Street Shuffle at Firehouse I i11 Dmier, 8:30
µ111. to closing.
Jas111y11. a trio at tlzc Two Bre1oers P11l1 i11 Ports111011tli. 8:30 µ111 to closi11g.
Travis Slzook- at tlzc Stone Cl111rcl1 i11
Ncw11zark-ct .
Musical satirists wlzo luwe toured witli George
Carlin a11d liave appeared 011 Mid11iglzt Special.

Saturday, February 17

Sw1da'tl Mi11ifest wit/1 STVN mid Great,Wo111e11
i11 Fil111 011 tlze Big Screen i11 Stoke Hall fro111 16 µ111. 011e featz~re fil111 is How To Marry a

Putney Swo1>e is the HH>H Robert Downey l'ihu
about a token black in a New York advertisin~
agency; a MUSO movie, Sunday at 7·and H::w
pm.

Sunday,Februaryl8

I

Ariel. rock i11 the MUB Pub. 8 p111.
Travis & Sl1ook at tlie Stone Cl111rclz agai11.
Jas111y11 at the Two Brcw£>rs axai11.

MUSO "/1mjcctions " features Putney Swope, £7
Madiso11 A i.1 c1111e protmit of Put11ey Swoµe. t/ic
011ly l1lack i11 a New York city cufoertising fin11 .
Tlzis is a 1969 fil111 (1wticc tl1e 111i11iskirts). 5. 75 or
scaS(l// pass at 7 and 9:30 p111.

Millionaire. Free ad111issio11.

Ci11c11w 1-2-3-~ i11 Ne-um1gto11 is spo11sori11g tlze
Strafford Country Vol1111tcers for Battered
iV0111e11. Tl1e µurclwsc of a 53 ticket fro111
Fchnwry 18 to February 22 will 111ca11 51 for tlze
progn1111. Moi. 1 ics will in,clude Superman, The
Great Train Robbery, Ice Castles a11d Every
Which Way But Loose a11d 111ay be µurclwscd at
tlze Outhack i11 Durlw111.
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outlined. Sne uses blues, greys,
and greens extensively, but she
}Jas a way 9f playing with yellow
_to catch the eye and give light to
scenes . In one painting of a row
boat in a marsh, O'Connell uses
tiny yellow specks to suggest the
glistening of the dew in fading
sunlight.
.
In other pieces, she conveys the
bleakness of old Dublin through
muted blues and greys, and the
splendor of the surrounding countryside with brilliant greens.
O'Connell's works, while they
are well done and pleasing to the
eye, lack a true distinction. She
captures the peasantry and ancient charm of the Ireland many
of us may not know. We glimpse
clothes drying in a backyard,
cracked sidewalks, and simple
#•- · ······· .
drab buildings of Dublin.
A Jane O'Connell watercolor, part of her exhibit at the ParHer images of a quaint stone
sonage Gallery through February.
cottage with a picket fepce, a
silversmith intently at work, or
the sun shining in an old barn are
charming, but they don't rivet
you in your tqlcks with their
beauty or style.
Traditional landscape views
constitute the bulk of her work.
She paints houses surrounded by
lush greenery. and flowers, or .
Jane O'Connell is a Durham the scenes depicted have the look
grim cottages of the coast.
artist with a one-woman show and feel of photography. Through
Of alTihe scenes, one work in
" Impressions of Ireland, " at use of perspective, the angles and parUcular stands out. "Thatched
the Parsonage Gallery on ;shadowing techniques resemble
Cottage" is perched on a hill
Route 108. An interview with photographic methods.
Her completely encircled by windthe artist appeared in last Fri- style is clean, with clear, even
blown green grass and splotched
day's issue. The exhibit con- brush strokes and definite - · with red and yellow flowers .
tinues through February.
shapes .
The artist has an obviG-u., Knack
"Jane's works sell very well ,"
with landscapes, and a feel for
By Stephanie Casenza
saia Mary Jenkins, co-owner of
the colors 3ind movement of
A bit of Ireland arrived in the Parsonage .. " The response to nature. However, she should
Durham this week with the this latest showing has been
stick with this subject and
opening of local artist Jane.. overwhelming.''
develop her style more fully. In
O'Connell 's l::itest exhibition,.
The paintings are subtle in
the process, her work might
O'Connell 's work is a series of their overall coloring, yet shapes · acquire more dinstiction and
vividly
accented and originality of style . .
traditional landscapes . Most of are

O'Connell's Ireland
is typically green
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WUNH PROGRAM LISTING
91.3 FREEW AVES
L.P . COMPLETE, EVE!W NIGHT AT.11 :00
FRIDAY:
SATURDAY :
SUNDAY:
MONDAY:
TUESDAY:
WEDNESDAY :

Cindy Bullens, "Desire Wire"
DavidJohansen, "TheDavidJohansenGroupLive"
The Ba bys, "Head First"
Steeleye Span, "Alive at Last"
Wireless, "Positively Human, Relatively S(lne"
Amazing Rhythm Aces, "Amazing llhythm Aees' '

SPECIAL FEATURES THIS WEEK:
Jazz on "TGIJ"withBar~yWeissman
UNH Hockey vs . Colgate
UNHBasketball vs. BU
"King Biscuit Flower Hour" Featuring Jean
Luc-Ponty and Mark Almond
7-10 pm "Requestfully Yours" with Scott Turnbull
SUNDAY:
6-9am
"Morning Star Music"-Pcogressive Christian
Program with Jonas Zoller and Bill Grant
9-12 am "Ideas and Options" with Marc Strauss
2-5 pm
"The Folk Show'' with Jack Beard
5-6 pm
"Sports Talk" with Dave Thibault and Mal'.C
Corliss
"All Star Jazz" with Curt McKail
6-9pm
9-11 pm "Blues Power" with John Palmer
Evening Classical Concert with Matt Cegelis
MONDAY: 6-8pm
"Topics"-Public Affairs Program with Terry
8-9pm
Monmaney ·
9-11 pm Bluegrass with Cuzin' Richard
TUESDAY : 6-1:25pm " TheChicagoSymphony"
7: 25 pm UNH Hockey vs. Vermont
10:00 pm Jazz with Gene F'ranceware

FRIDAY:

6-6:55pm
6:'55 pm
SATURDAY: 1:55pm
6-7 pm

YOU ASKED FOR IT!! WELL, HERE IT IS!
Coffee

bring your own cup

.20¢
aoz. limit

.20¢

Tea
STARTING
2/19/79

.15¢·

bring your own cup

aoz. limit

.15¢

Milk

.25¢

Soda

.20¢

---------------- --- ---------- -... - --· -- - .-;

1
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Charles Warden, Dean of the
Whittemore School of Business,
shared Poulton 's concern over
Gallen's proposal. Warden recently headed a panel to determipe ·
/ the accuracy of sta~e revenue
forecasts.
GALLEN
"The University System has
continued from page 1
been squeezed down for eight
it may be forced to raise tuition years now ," said Warden. " The
next year, said Poulton.
arguement for doing that has

Budget

aJways been that there is fat in
our budget. The state isn't cutting
into fat anymm:e. It's cutting into
muscle. "
Warden said an increase in
state funding of only five per cent
would be "great shove towards
making this university a third
rate state college. "
Already, said Warden , the
System is losing talented facult y

ae lS
Is now acceptmg poetry and
fiction for the Spring issue

march S

DEADLINE for submissions is
Bring your work to: The Student Press,
Rm. 153, M.U.B.

members every year because it
cannot afford to pay competitive
wages.
Warden said he would be
willing to speak before the appropriations committee in opposition to Gallen's proposal, if
invited.
Poulton said he hoped to convince the committee to allocate
more money to the System , but
would be willing to settle for less
money than originally requested.
He said he hoped to -effect a
compromise "where the state
would pick up its fair share of inflation costs, and the University
System would tighten its belt to
make up the rest."
While the University System
buqget request was slashed,
other state institutions fared well
under Gallen's proposed state
budget .
The Laconia State School,, an
institution for the mentally
retarded, which has been under
attack lately over the quality of
care it offers its patients, is
destined to receive $23 million
under the Gallen plan.
An increase of $2.1 million is
proposed for the State Prison. A
recent New Hampshire court
decision ordered sweeping im-

management.
The governor also proposed to
allocate $10.5 million for additional '
state aid to families with dependent children.
The plan did not request money
for possible state employee
raises. Negoti(ltions for raises
are underway now between the
state and its employees, and
Gallen said " it would be inappropriate and in fact probably
illegal '' for him to mention any
figures related to the issue.
State employee raises could
total approximately $17 million
over the next two years , and
several
New
Hampshire
politicians criticized Gall~n ' s
plan for not providing any money
to meet that expense.
Gallen said he would recommend ways for the contract to be
funded after · negotiations were
completed.
Gallen urged the legislature
"not to bother considering or
proposing" a sales or income tax.
He promised to veto such a tax if
it was proposed.
He said he would also veto any
plans to raise revenue by introducing legalized gambling into
the state, or by opening additional state liquor stores on

P~?Y.~~~~~t·l~-~hus Mi1NrtYR·~~~-~6NsoRs· A············~ ,
Friday Night Gathering
Including:
Supper - Chaplin Films - Informal Worship
6-9 pm
Fridqy Nig~ts
February 23 thnJ May 4
Activities Room
Durham Community Church

BE SURE TO INCLUDE:

1

***name
***address
***phone

Open To Everyone
Child Care Provided
Wolfe House
k:ampus Ministry
862-1165

......................................................................

PHOTOGRAPHERS
The STUDENT PRESS needs
photographers NOW to work on
assignment. All photos used will
b.e paid for.

Come to: Student Press Office
Rm.153
MUB basement

*

Spend some time with
former UNH Students who
now work with SAGA.
.

Telephone: 862-2486
or call
Leslie Sanders 868-5190

*

Hotel Administration.
and
Nutrition Majors

I

Refreshments (of course!!)
*

please leave ·your name and phone number!
The STUDENT PRESS publishes
Aegis, Catalyst, Serendipity magazines

In the Alumni Center
Tues. Feb. 20
6:30 p.m. Until..??
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Mills replacement sought
SEARCH
continued from page 1

president, Hollister said, the trustees will "see where the search
committee is in ' the spring and
being appointed actfog president, see where Gordon Haaland is in
said "absolutely, yes."
the spring."
He was aware of that
The half year that remains
possibility when ..appointed vice before he leaves UNH, Mills said,
president,
the 38-year-old is "a considerable amount of
Haaland said, and "in spite of time" to find a new president.
that I agreed to take the position. "I'm sure there will be a strong
My job right now is to do the best effort to move on the situation,"
job I can as academic vice he said.
president." He will start at UNHMills declined to comment on
in early April.
the possible appointment of an
Before ·appointing an acting acting president.
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Hollister said the trustees
"would rather see the search
committee take whatever time is
necessary to bring in the right
president rather than bring on
someone who is less than right.''
The search committe, Morse
said, will include "all constituencies of the University." He said it
is probable that the trustee's
Executive Board will ask the
Faculty Council, the staff council, the Alumni Council, and
student government _to each suggest a few possibile members for
the committee from their constituencies.
The final decisions on the
committee's membership, he
said, will be made by the
trustees.

·--s1\1DVABROAD-wnu-~

S\'RACUSEUNIVERSl1Y
SEMESTER PROGRAMS: •FLORENCE
•MADRID •STRASBOURG• AMSTERDAM
•tONDON•MEXICO
e Variety of courses offered• No language backgr~und r~quired

e Financial Aid available• Summer program available m England, Italy, the Netherlands, Greece, Austria, East Africa,
Yugoslavia e Applications for Fall 1979 semester are due by
March 1st.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ STATE_ _ _ _ ZIP _ _ _ _ _ __

CITY

PROGRAM OF INTEREST _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

~

For more information and application return to
Division of International Programs Abroad 335 Comstock Avenue, Room N, Syracuse, New York 13710

----classified ads---services
Havilll! a Party? Why not hire a D.J. for only
$40.00?'Perfect for Dorm & !<'rat parties. Call
2-112S. Nick Karas . Sawyer 201. 2/20

Ty1>ing : Dissertations Letters, resumes , rePeo~~~'. j~:_~ii:/~~ se1ectric, 22 yrs . experTnl!ng: papers, letters, resu~es, etc. Profess1onallook 50¢ a page. Spelling, grammar
corrected on request. Call Karen S62-9666
eves, weekends. 3/6
SoJt or hard contact lens fitting at a reasonable (ee structure. Call Dr. Edward Godnig,
Optometrist, 431-40SS. 2/27
Experienced housecleaner and babysitter
flexible hours, available most weekends,
references available. Call S6S-9S37 Rm . 305
Ask for Kristin . 2/23
Pregnant? Need help? Call 436-555S BIRTHRIGllT. Medical care, financial help, shelter
homes . We care for you and your baby. 2/27
Professional Editor. Manuscripts of all types
S6S-2557. 3/2
Fast, accurate typing of your manuscript. 20
pound bond paper Olivetti Lexicon, free
pickup and deli very, minor editing .
$.75/page. Call< 1) 332-8450 ot 664-2217. 3/6
Professional typing at its best on IBM
correGting selectric, choice of style/pitch,
6y University Secretarial Associates, spelling grammar, punctuation corrected. Reasonabre rates for superior quality. Call Diana
Schuman. 742-485S. 3/ 2

wanted
Family moving and needs immediate home
for Rhodesian Ridgeback bitch. Excellent
pet and watch dog . Call Carol S6S-7056 or 617256-64S3 . 2/23
Part English setter pups. 5 beautiful puppies
must be given new homes or they willllave to
be destroyed . Please call 332-4SOO between 7
a .m. and 9 p.m. 3/ 6

lost

Work-Study Nur~ery School Assistan~ S-10
hours. Must be able to type/ work on Fridays
Home Ee. Dept. S62-2146 . 2 16
Lookinl-( for someone to give pi:..no lessons lo
an Elderly Blind woman on a voluntary basis
- Rewarding experience for the right person.
'
Call Scotl 659-631:3 2/ 23
1-2 Work-study positions. Portsmouth Comnumity Action Center has immediate openings
for Community Ser\,ice Aides. $:!.00/hr. - hours
open. For more information and dt•tails
see financial aid dept. or call 4:16-:~9(;/
rni-:3902. 2120

/"

~--- -~----~---~--

JOBS ON SlllPS! American Foreign. No experience required. Excellent pay. Worldwide travel. Summer job or career. Send
$3.00 for information. SEAFAX, Dept. I-5,
r/~~ 2049, Port Angeles, Washington 9S362.
MEN! WOMEN! JOBS ON CRUISE SllIPS,
FREIGHTERS. No experience necessary.
High pay! See Europe, Hawaii, Australia,
So. America. Career or Summer! Send $3.S5
for Info. to SEA WORLD, Bl<' Box 61035, Sacto .. CA 95S60. 2/20

cars for sale
1971 Chrysler New Yorker four new tires,
valid NH inspection, $200. Call Mark at 6593594 after 5 or weekends. 2/16

Winter Steal - 1971 Triumph 650 new
sprocket, tire; I?aint, forks , etc. Mechanic
owned. 12,000 miles , many extras. A fantastic bike Desper~ for money, must sell $700
(lr B.O. 742-S194. 2/-23

~----·

l974 Toyota long bed pickuf - Tuneau cover
for bed, 4-speed, Excellen shape. Hate to
sell.. . need money for school. $2300 or B.O.
Call 679-S677 after 5. 2/16

Summer Empl~ment Counselors for Diocesian Camps: Camp Bernadette for Girls.
Camp Fatima for Boys. Eight week'Camping
p~rogram - Jupe 24-Aug. 19. WORK STUDY
AVAILABLE. Contact: Anne Huot - Campus
pl;ione 2_-2172, off campus call: S6S-9739. 2/ 20
llel1> Wanted: The Seacoa1?t Regional Counsel in~ Center, in Portsmouth is fooking for a
part ume instructor for an adaptive Outward

Bound program. Applicants must qualify for

work study. For fw·!her details pleas.e contact
the financial aid office or call Bill Black
or John Gruen (431-6703). 3/ 6
WORK IN JAPAN! Teach English conversation. No experience, degree or Japanses required . Sendlongt stampea,1 self-addressed
envelope for details. Japan-42, P.O. Box 336,
Centra1ia , WA 9S5313/ 2
.
Work-Study Sewing Lab Assistant, Home
Ee. Dept. _2-~ 1406. 2/ 16
•.

AKAi 1000 DS-MKII Stereo reel to reel:
Features 3 heads, dual monitoring mic/ line
mixing, sound on sound, sound with sound,
auto. shut off. 7" reel. Cost $273, will sell for
$200. Call S6S-5362. 2/20
Speakers: Studio Design 36's. 1 year old. Excellent condition, $100. Call Diane after 6 pm.
S62-2173 ..2/16
One pair C-78-14 polyester cord tires. Hardlh

~i:-is¢ ~~fl~ buy, cheap at $35.00. Call Sara

4

Skis, Atomic Arc 200cmhwith Look Nevada
bindings I >rand new t is season used 3
times. -Sell for a mere $75. Call George at S6S97,13 or 2-1296. 2/23
Large down parka, 2 months old. Original
cost $75, take $35. Call Skip S6S-2S61. 2/16
For Sale: 35 mm Minolta SRT 101 camera
with 55 mm lens, complete outfit: Soligor·
wide-angle, Vivitar telephoto. Honeywell automatic strobe, camera case, tripod, fitler,
etc ., $350. Call 742-4S5S. 2/23

Goodyear Polyester Radials - Beat the rush
for tires this spring. 4 tires - BR 7S-13 $25
each. Don'.t pass up this excellent opportunity! Call 332-4SOO from 7 am to 9 om. 3/6
For Sale: Sj{is w/bindings K2 Comp 200 cm
nevada $60, Hart 1S5 cm T_yrolia $45, Rossi
For Sale: 1974 Custom Nova Hatch Back,
Concorde 190 cm $40, Men Ski Boots all $20 Spirit of America edition, 4-speed, 350 · Large 12, Raichle 9, Trappeur 7, Woman
worked over. Excellent shape, buc~t seats,
ReiI<en 7 - Call Cheryl 431-8783 Before B or afcrome slots. $2200 - best offer. Call Sylvia 2ter 5. 2/23
2154 S6S-9612 2/16
STEREO FO.R SALE Pioneer SX650
For Sale 1971 Pl¥mouth Duster. _GQod sha_ye,
Receiver, BIC Venturi, Formula II
4 :ilmost new-radials no r:ust, 31S vs, 20 !J!pg, S.Eeakers, Garrard 440M Turntable, Perfect
runs great. Call 659-5632. Ask for l<'red . 2/20
Cond. $445 marked down from $600, Call
Brian (Rm. 412) 2-22Sl, S6S-9922 2/27
For Sale: 1971 Maverick, 4-door, 6 cyl, automati~, just tune~ & inspected,, no rust, good
FOH SALE: Two pairs of Sherpa Lightfoot
rubber4 2 snows IJlCI., runs wed. $950 or best
snowshoes with custom biriding. USED ONCE!
offer. Call
431-6644, leave message. 3/ 2
$75.00 each. Call 749-4885. 2/23

LOST! Perscription Sunglasses with Avia-

help wanted

for sale

For Sale: 1972 Satellite Roadrunner 3S3
automatic console, new exhaust/ shocks, &
tires, body & motor in excellen shape, no
rust, good gas mileage, $950 - best offer. Call
Sylvia 2-2154, S6S-9612. ?116

Fiat 1975 four door sedan, good condition,
new snow tires, AM-FM rad10. Asking $1350
or best offer. Call Baz at S6S-9S33. 2/16

t1f~}{'~~1~~:I'l~n~~s~k s~;~rJ r~::i~n aandbr~dk
~nd case. If found please call Jon at 868-1134.

l!l70 Pontiac ~atalin~ h_igh milea@ and denb
- wilf pass inspection & Iias new Tires. Liood
transportation $300.00 Contact Brad Russ
431-Ul25'Portsmouth. 2/ 23

rni:l VW Fastback custom, AM-FM radio,
automatic transmission,. new snow tires,
good condition, $1500, S62-2070 afternoons,
664-2510 evenings & weekends. 2/23
Winter Steal - Triumph 650 new sprocket,
tire, paint, forks, etc. Mechanic owned.
12,000 miles, many extras. A fantastic bike .
Desperate for money, must sell $700 or B.O.,
742-8194. 2/ 23
For Sale 1967 Dodge Sportsman Van1 Slant 6
cylinder engine just inspected new hres and
brakes. Must sell asking $550 or B./O Call S6S10.97 -Andy, Keep trying . 2/27
1977 Pontiac Ventura SJ, excellent condition.
Small VS, 4-speed transmission, PS/PB
radial tuned suspension. $3500 or best offer.
862-lSOO or 692-2113 after 5:00. 2/16
0

1975 Ford Torino - New vinyl roof, new snow
tires l<'ull Power, A/C, No Rust. Excellent
Condition all around - Best offer over $2200.
• Scpt.t 1}5~-~3~:.

.

for rent
-

Dover" - l Bedroom apt for Hent. Air cond.
available. Livingroom bath, be"droom
remodelled and carpteted. Kitchen original,
inc. stove-ref. 185.00 month {llus elec & fuel.
Insulated. Non-smoker pref. Parking for one
car. No pets. Tel 742-5915 before S:30 a.m . or
late evenings. 2/ 27

roommates
~WOMMATE WANTED to share apartment
m Newmarket. Own bedroom. On Kari-van
route. Rent $105.00 plus electricity. Please
call 659-254S. 2116 _

·wANTED! Female roommate to share expenses. Nicely furnished apartment. Immediately available. Walking distance to
campus. Call Mr. Karabelas 742-5141 or
Patrtcia Anguoni S6S.5177. 2/ 23
Wanted Immediately - one female roommate
needed to share five bedroom apartment.
Own bedroom, pleasant living conditions. All

utilities except lights. 8 Mill Rd. Durham

(next to Acacia) 2nd floor apt. on left . Price
negotiable, Contact Jane or Linda 86S-10S2
2116
Female roommate needed immediately
$475/sem. incl. heat and hot water . Main St.
Durham - Call S6S-5626 or Mr. Karabellis S6S554_2. 2/23
Need I roommate to share two bed apt. in
Dover. Have your own room, right on Karivan Rt. $110.00 & url. Ca,11 Chuck 749-3603

:t;-3_ . __ . . . .. _.. _. _. 5~2~ . ___ •. _.. _ • • •·

personals.
Pal - a mutual ' ·friend '" of ours, Doctor Bender, recommended we give you a call if we
were in your area. We'll be in touch soon.
Bobby and Paul 2/ 16
ROB_lll! _and JEFL Hannv. hanov. hfilll!Y
"anniversary'"! You two make ME so very
,appyT May -vou have 111any more happy
years to comef Love , PARCE. 2/16
Vi-r~s ii~nters in Hetzel. Whatever happened
to 3:30 Breakfas~ in Bed? The proofs have
been developed. You owe four of us Juice,
Toast, Eggs, Coffee ... don't forget the jelly.
-Sapphire 2116

Robin my Roomie! Happy belatea Birthday!Too bad but the 8aper just doesn't
come out on Thursdays! h well. Hope it was
a very nappy one. You're the best!! "MM"
2/16
CLAUDIA: Since you rarely receive a personal but always give them its time you get
one. Unfortunately I have nothing to say out
.
the thought is t.here. Love, S. 2/16
Dear Leg<s>: If you're reading this when I
think you should be <Wed.), then Happy
Valentine's ·nay . If you aren't, then I hope
you had a Happy etc .. etc. <By the way -- if
that made any sense to you, explain it to me
later). Love; the Defeni:ler of the Keyboard
WWI, etc. 2 16
To GNOMEBODY in farticular - need good
drugs and/or visitors. WI'ite us - R.S. L.D

Rl~i1rl1Ait~~~.~1\Vfs~i~~: ~Mol.4?9&00 d·

Teddy Bear - Hopefully I'll be with you again
when you read this line. Well you be my
forever Valentine? Dancing Bear wants you
to be mine. 2:/16
Yo1i'Bll~,--Old Fof.ge or Fun B_a.g~, Minus
48 degi·ee·s - tliat 's c-old so Rally and Fire up.
Where is that wine Skin anyway? 2/16
Nancy Co. - I think we're addicted lo fireballs!!! 2/16
J.P.D. -Too bad we didn't quite make it to
Bean's last weekend . I think we should plan
another la.te night road tri.P <no ties,
please!), but Bean can keep his ugly
boots!!! 2/16
Golden Boy - I love you more than all the octopi in Hooterville! Happy Valentines Day!
Love Rose. 2/16
Pam P.: Do you like them hard or soft? (ice
cream sandwiches that isl. 2/ 16
TO ROBBIN: The mystery writer! l\1~you
nave the best birthday ever culie. You relfie
5est. Love-Always, Debbie. 2-17-792/16 BARNEY AT TKE! Hey disco king - Happy
Valentine's Day to my dancing partner! Be
my Valentine? Here's to many more excellt:nt times with' you! Always Nancy <your
d1scoqueenJ 2/ 16
C.C., Why don't you trusteth me? HAPPY

VALENTINE'S DAY <late, of course) Love
Always, C.S. 2/16

Mikey S.: Don 't "shhh ... .. " or 'Jesusss ... .
us, we just wanted to wish you a Happy
Valentines Day. L9ve, your two Appetites in
112 2/16

Jen -Happy V-Day. Frotn Nancy & Gary
HEY SUE: THE CORONA LIVES! THE
PUNKIES IN 124 2/16
Iley LD - I Love You Happy Birthday Valentine, Wot-Wol 2/14
Marcers! Happy Belated Valentines Day! I
love you! MMMWWWaa C&Ar! ! 2/ 16
ro BFS Ill Can you remember w)lo I was
~an you still feel it. Can you fin'!f my pam.
;an you heel it. Lay your hands upon me now
md oast this darkness from my soul. You
1lone can light my way. You alone can make
me whole once again - Reunion. Be home
soon. Love A. 2/16
Look Bucko - I LIKE blue. And long walks,
special talks and an occasional styrofoam
fight. Late Happy Valentine's Day. Love,
Your Secret Admirer. 2/16
Jamie W. You're not so bad""after all! Hey,
even drug addicts like me love tulips.
Thanks muchly ! Love, Katy 2/16
Hey Fairchild, Devine's moving in. The hunt
is on ... get the picture! All's fair and love and
war. Love andKisses-2/16

ciN.OY: WeIT, Tm a lftUe fate but ifs tfie-.
mougm r1gnn "Happy Valentine's Day .::>u ·
now we 1re ooth 21. You're not over the hill...
we're just beginning. All I can say is Thank
you and I love you very much. Lee . 2/16
To Sher; Thanks for the best year of my
life. Happy anniversary and happy valentine's
'-dav. Don't forget about the South African
digger'! All my love, Don: 2/16
Dear LEE LINDSEY HUNSAKER, so now
you're legal huh? You'd never know with that
baby face, right red bear~. Y<;>u may be
legal but remember 17 will still get you
·. twerity. We'd sing you an appropriafe song,
but we thought you'd be sick of listening
tp music in tfie Ford LTD you used Wednesday. CHOWS IT F------ TasleJ. If you need
help quaffing some brew call Tip, but make
sure you have a Karivan ticket available to
·Portsmouth. Best Wishes, The Big Four.._
PS I 1ow's the cat, and Cindy.'./
H~y Commuter; your friends frequently
ca,llpr Stop by the Information G,enter asking
for youi· local phone number and address .
Please help us help them. Fill out an address
change form with your local address and
phone number. Send il to the Registrar 's
office in T-Hall or to the Information Center
it! the MUB . You 'll be glad you did. You don"l
know what fun you 've been mil'sing. See you
around, Louise, Charlene, Elwm, Cathi.
Eileen , Charlie, Liz , Patti , Louise, PeggY. ,
Stizanne, Patty, Wendy, Terry, Jill, Gail,
. Maxine, and Denise. P.S. A~dress change
forms are available at the Registrar 's Office.
the lnfot·mation Center, and in Caboodle,
page 101 <just clip and mail l 2/ 16

Congra1s Tony Scarlotlo! 1,000 K's , wa y to
go . But will you be up .for tonight?? ? Go
Nuts Anthony! What's next - 2,000 K's?
Run lothcMa1:athoninApril. THEBOYS.2/ 16
To the up11er right-hand corner of ATO
(with no shades>: Keep it up boys - especially
the suspenders! E & J . 2/ 16
To the Brothers of SAE : We _made it!
Night of Sin and snow sculpture were a
<whale like? J success. Thanks to Mike,

hu~e

IIEY JOE, tell me the truth . Are those really
over-developed arms or are you bionic~
Happy Valentines day. I Love You . Bug. 2/16
To the Wild Men of A(;Al"IA: You rtib us ,· !he
right way;Thanl<s for the great sinful night Tile Foxes of PHI-MU 2/16

~t ~a~?g ~~t~n~c~~a1lfe~t ar~e ~~la ~~~
0

maSe it to the fire on S<1turday. Where
would we be without sleeping Dick the Ice

~trtie;~?l\IJ !~~~fth;g:Yv'i~.~~id.~ii~ ~~sJi~fi

else that follows. Lots of love. Chi-U. 2/16

h
E.J. it 's not every day that one runs out
Da\.e 8 . F'ma II y f~1gu1.e d 1·t. ou t'. 1. .Happy B.
_lfl -•• of_ gas . 4 .has !o_ bori:ow a. j:qr - T~anlfs
•

_qay a'!d.g?~d luck m futu1 e-1ays. -Nam;-t7'J6. ... for a.J) .ygur hefp and support -.S ,fl. 2}16
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comics

Doonesbury

by Garry Tndeau

Ht'I, I'M HIPIO THAT,

YOU

MAN.I TAUNT OON7
COUNT
FOR NOTHIN'
\Kit~

EJECN

If 1vu'!<E NOT IN /Al/TH
!HE MAN! '

H!RE

BEEN TllERE? HEY, MIW, I
ONCE APPl/Ef) FOR A

81/T S/NCC

f(JE &O 7lP EX£a/TIV/3 POSITION
A6AIN.. AT EVEl?'f RADIO STATION
o
/IN 'TOIAINl

7U
1rlf3R&,
CLYf)[3?

I

/J/6 IT! I a!A5
/JISCR!MINATEO
YOIJ IA/ERE · AGAINST, COM!N'
BLACK.
AND GOIN'/

I

/

by Jeff MacNelly
\

111~LOWTOPAY
WAS IS- IkGRE~S

WHCH IS...
UM ...

l=AHRENH_E.\T. ..

Fire alarllls

V~RY

COLD

IN C~L,SIU~.

FIRE
continued from page 3

"Most of the activations, " Bliss
said, "are alcohol-related. I
guess it· just seems funny when
you're drunk. " Both Bliss and
Greenawalt agreed that intensive
public education, immediate fnvestigations and subsequent
prosecutions are the remedies for
the problem.
Bliss said, "There could be
more internal policing within
dorms," and indicated that
proposals will be_made to Director of Residential Life David
· Bianco for fining specific floors
and revoking alcohol policies of
dorms involved in false alarms.
Greenawalt said that a conference would be held som_e time
next week to discuss the problem
and to reinstitute safeguards. ·
"In the late 60's and-early 70's,
false alarms used to be a major
problem," said Greenawalt.
"We'd like to nip it in the bud
before it goes up again, by
making students aware of the
problem and the consequences of
activation."

collegiate crossword
4

2

6

7

8

10

11

12

13
45 Nile queen, for
10
short
11
1 U.S.A. (abbr.}·...
46 Fencing sword
12
5 Biblical name
47 Gleam
13
9 Very cold
50 Voice part
21
14 Game of bowling
53 Talked excess~vely 22
15 Single performances 55 Bar order
25
16 Escape
56 Strange
27
17 See who breaks, in 58 Koran chapter
29
pool
59 Prefix for social 30
18 Sepulcher
60 Bette Davis movie, _31
19 Doles
"The - "
32
20 Pathology suffix
61 "I smell - "
33
21 Pangs
62 Religious image
34
23 Reach the public
63 Adventure tale
35
24 Indian huts
64 Eats an ice-cream
26 Trust
cone
38
28 Miss Bambeck
65 Physics unit
39
29 Southern city
41
33 Former first
OOVJN
42
44
lady
35 Absolute
1 Let
45
36 ~·~- trip
2 Famous resort city 47
37 Help
3 Jazz date
48
38 Scornful look
4 ~.~ .judicata
49
39 Flat-bottomed
5 Lung ailment
50
51
vessel
6 Rude ones
40 Japanese money
7 Mr. L1ncoln of
52
41 Agitates
silent films
54
42 Twilled fabric
8 Makes free
57
43 Fetch
9 Jewel
59
ACROSS

1

63

Writer Waugh
In the wee hours
Supposition
Work place
Domesticate
~ all ties
Legal order
Roman spirit
Cubic meter
Magic
Stirred up
Julia Ward Golfer Dave " - ' s Irish Rose"
Well-known movie
studio
Expensive
Appear

Drink slowly

Skidded
Feel indignant
Swindles
Watchband
~ John
French queen
Loud noise
Wings
Is peccant
Subtle emanation
Comedian Louis ~.
Assist

-.01·

300 ·

f~t-A\L~_$ . N.O.W.

~errifying
Love
Story

~

Two Brewers Pub
1001 Woodbury Ave., Portsmouth 431-500)

for fine food _
and entertainment

@)

llr

SERVICE

t~

~

-,.

STARTS FEB 21ST

65Q-3215 RTE.·108 659-3215
Newmarket, N.H.

A

[!-

6:30&8:45

MAGIC
Great Bay Mot9r Co., Inc_.

.

USED CARS

every Sunday and Thursday night:

Wasl)ington Birth~ay Sale
, ,
Saturday February 17 & Monday
February 19 come to our open house.
Refreshments will be served. Order
your new car or truck Now. Our low
overhead enables us to give highest

The Janis Russell Quartet
February 16 & 17:

price for yo~r trade-in.

We Service What We Sell
YOUR Authorized Chevrolet
Dealer in the DURHAM AREA

JASMYN
-

... -

-

.. -

~

.. ""' .. .... •

.. •

•

.. •

•

o11t

INGRID BERGMAN
LIV ULLMAN

vFBTi<l2 =i;:· Aq
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Chef Martin books and cooks
MARTIN
continued from page 3

of time so they kn.ow what to expect when they get here. Last
year it worked out very well.
There were no disasters."
Martin became interested in
being a chef by working in his
parents'
"Weeks-type"
restaurant.
"Actually I wanted to be a
, veterinarian but I found out I was
allergic\ to animals," says Martin.
He attended the Culinary Institute of America :·. in New
Haven, Connecticut and UNH's
Thompson School Food Service
and Management Program. He
worked at the Shawmut Inn
Kennebunkport, Maine, at the
MUB for three years and was the
chef at the Two Brewers
Restaurant in Portsmouth before
accepting his present position.
"It was time for me to make a
change," says Martin. "The hotel
and restaurant business is very
time consuming and I wanted to
spend more time with my family.
I was also interested in taking .
some courses since I }VOUld eventually like to perhaps teach some
program like · the T-School
program or a vocational
program."
Martin needs fifty more credits
to receive his B.S. degree in
business and hopes to try for a
Masters degree in Education.
This semester he is taking one
business course and plans to take
two courses next semester. "Ws harder for me to go to
classes and do homework than
work in the kitchen because l
haven't been in school for so
many years," says Martin. "The
hardest part is to be organized
and say 'O.K. I'm going to spend
this much time doing homework

rn

and this much time with my
family.' "
Martin says he prefers
cooking to baking because he finds
baking demands too much
precision. He likes to be creative
in his cooking.
"I like doing different things
with seafood. I guess that's
because I worked with it so much
at the hotel," he explains. "But in
a hotel you have a set menu. I like
to make my own menus, and

make up my own dishes. I
especially like working with the
students and using some of their
recipes.
"I have a whole file of student
recipes and someday I'd like to
put together a Faculty Center
Cookbook. People are. always
asking me for different recipes."
Martin distinguishes between a
chef and a cook by explaining
that a chef usually has more
authority. He will do everything

from planning the meals, to instructing the dishwasters to
watching how the food goes out on
the plates.
· "I'm not that wild, knifethrowing type of chef,'' Martin
says with a laugh. "As loQg as a
person is doing what he's supposed to do then things will go
fine. If your employees respect
you they'll usually do a good
job."
Martin believesthat the Whittemore students who work for him
are well trained when they finish.
"I try to let them run the place as
much as possible. After all,
they're the-ones who are here to

learn," he says.
He thinks .the food and
management service is a
profitable business for students
to enter. "You have to find your
own place in the food service
business. It's up to the individual
person," he says.
Martin hopes that in the future
the Faculty Center will be more
involv~d with the University and
receive more support from the
faculty.
"It's mainly a matter of
changing habits," he explains.
"We've got to make the people
who usually go downtown for lunch
want to come here instead.''

Speed Reading Course
To Begin in Durham
Arrangements have been made by .the Institute ot
Speed Reading, Inc., to conduct a 24 hour course in speed
reading. The course is open to those who qualify above
the age of 12, and graduates are guaranteed a reading
speed of 1000 w.p.m. with better than average comprehension.
After the eight· week program a person can read · any
average length book in less than an hour al).d understand
it better. In addition to speed reading the course also
emphasizes improved study techniques, better test taking
skill. and increased concentration and retention abilities.
The course requires a person to attend one class per
week on the evening of their choice. For those who would
like more information, without obligation to enroll, -er series
of Free one hour orientation lectures have been scheduled.

These meetings are free to the. public and the course
will .be explained in. complete details including entrance
requirements, classroom schedule and location. You need ·
to att~nd only one of the meetingS ·whichever one· is most'
convenient for you. These free one hour orientations will,
be held as follows:
Monday February 19th at 4: 30 p.m.
and Tuesday the 20th at 4: 30 p.m. .
and7:00o.m.ATTHEST. THOMAS
MORE CATHOLIC STUDENT CENTER
ON THE MADBURY RD. IN DURHAM.
Special student and family tuition available for those
who qualify. Persons under 18 should be accompanied by
a parent.
Pd. ,.\dv; ·

MORE AT
THE OAR
'

Mol~e

a night of it starting with a traditional dinner
uniquely prepared in the Oar House tradition. Nightly
/ specials and piano ploying in a relaxed atmosphere of
country elegance .. Finish the evening in our beautiful
and exciting new lounge, the Paddle Pub. Lounge
entertainment for this week is Fri. & Sat. February 16 & 17 Steve Buzzell & Debra
Cuvellier - Songs & Strings
Available for functions
For reservations coll 749-2233
rte. 4 portlond ave rollinsford nh

OAR HOUSE

1

A POR]'JMOYTH
DJNJN(j IRADITION
{Or fk~flit stalks
antfseafoodin fire Je«ctJ«Jf
urea
liearfv Ja11aw1cfies
afiftfabf& gf

.(ft11clieo1t ~ 'DittMrattif'[f ret1Jo11a6ftjlriccJ
u(f w sr/icfiottofHfl/'orftd

(ffl(!(dOmes/ic H'WJ aftabars...

OLD DOYER ROAD NEWJNg-roN
YOW{ JQIRI-YAN cJTOPS H£Ke

_)

;

.
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Women blast Bridgewater

· ECAC HOOP
(Not including last night's games)

Icat stats

Rhode Island
Boston College
Connecticut
Boston University
Holy Cross
Fairfield
Maine
Northeastern
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Providence
Vermont

J

w
18
19
18
14
14
13
12
12
9
8
7

l
5
6
7
8
8
8
8
12
13
14
15

Pct.
.783.760
.720
.657
.657
.619
.600
.500
.409
.364

.318

HOCKEY SEASON STATS
Cox
Gould
Francis
Roy
Flanagan
Crowder
Barth
Barbin
Wag home
Coady
Surdam .
Yantzi
Holt
St. Onge
Rintoul
Normand
Olsen
Beaney
McPherson
Reeve
Stone
Burkart
Clark
Moffett
Lorance
UNH TOTALS
O~ONENTS

Games
22
25
25
25
25
25
24
25
19
25
25
23
25
20
24
19
13
9
19
19
6
4
J
21
5
25
25

Goals
JO
26
10
15
17
15
8
9
0
1
0
J
2
2
J
-2
0
2
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
146
117

Assists
23
17
31
25
19
21
21
13
19
13
12 7
7
6
4

4
5
1
2
2
0
0
0
0
0
252
197

Points
53
43
41
40
36
36
29
• 22
19
14
12
10
9
8
7
6
5
3
J
2
0
0
0
0
0
398
314

Pen/Min. Div. I Scoring
26-19-45
16/35
20-12-32
13/32
10-25-35
10/28
12-25-37
1/2
13-14-27
9/18
9-13-22
12/24 '
6-15-21
8/16
8-11-19
3/6
0-18-18
10/20
1-11-12
26/52
0-12-12
4/8
1-6-7
3/6
1-7-8
7/17
2-6-8
316
3-3-6
15/30
2-4-6
2/4
0-2-2
4/8
2-0-2
3/6
1-2-3
1/2
0-0-0
316
0-0-0
1/2
0-0-0
1/2
0-0-0
1/2
0-0-0
0/0
0-0-0
010
159/338 117-205-322
172/356 89-149-238

)

Goalie Summary
Moffett (15-5-1)
-t_orance (1-3-0)
UNH TOTALS

lNi TOTAlS (16-8-1)
OPPOtelTS (8-1~1)

Games
21
5

Minutes
1232
280

GA
84
33

Saves
661
147

G.A.A.
- 4.09

7.0T

Sv.Pct.
.887
.817

25
25

1512
1512

117
146

808
784

4.64
5.79

.874
.843
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LINDA WORSTER_
IN CONCERT
8:00 - 11:00 pm

THURSDAY
FEB.22nd
Catholic
Student
Center
/

HOOPWOMEN
continued from page 20
weren't half as bad. "But we didn't get the bench
strength that we needed. It's a
rare day when we don't get any
point from our bench."
On Tue~day, UNH played in a
less exciting game. In the second
half against Bridgewater State,
the Cats ran away with the game,
outscoring the Bears, 60-21.
It could have been worse for
Bridgewater had UNH played the
first half as well as it played the
sP.cond.
DeMarco said the second half
was "fun to play, fun to watch,
and good to coach."
The big factor in UNH's
domil!ance was their running.
After the first five minutes of
play, UNH never held less than a
six-point advantage. At halftime,
UNH led, 35-26. Bridgewater's
Mary Swiatek led the scoring
with nine points. UNH didn't
allow the 6-1 senior any points in
the secona half. .
UNH's running started from
the opening tip-off. The Cats forced
a turnover ~s the Bears
couldn't take a shot within the 3o- ·
second shot allowance time. ,
Taking possession of the ball,
the Ca ts ran off nine unanswered points. Bridgewater
called a timeout at 16: 08. At
15: 00, senior Donna ~ Arcudi
J::~,.11v put some points on the ·

Records fall for runners
TRACK
continued -from page 19

jump, and Maryanne Demascio a
two-three in the high jump.
A pair of Field House records
also fell. UMass's Cindi Martin
obliterated Linda Scneider's
mark in the mile with her 5:09.2.
UNH's Betsy Harris, dropping
down·to--tl!V20, cruised to a new
school and Field HousP. record of

(at studenf center)

26.7. Mary Ellen Letvinchuck
also put her name in the book,
hurdling a record 8. 7 in the 60yard event.
Missy Collins also dropped
down an event, copping the·quarter in 60.3. She also edged Martin
(the UMass mile winner) in a
terrific battle on the anchor leg of
the mile relay. UNH won, but was
disqualified on a passing violation.

1979 WINTER CARNIVAL
"The Wonderful World of Disney"
AWARDS AND SPONSORS
SNOW SCULPTURE WINNERS:

f

-Division I:
1st TKE & Alpha Xi
"Pinocchio"

-

Studr:nts $l .50
N on-S turjen ts $2 .50

board for Bridgewater.
But UNH freshman Kathy
Ladd and Foster quietly and consistently popped short shots
through the basket as UNH
_...
capitalized on fas{ breaks.
In less than seven minutes,
junior Sue Duffy scored 10 points.
Freshman Martha Morrison
showed her agility and accuracy
with good drives to the hoop.
Morrison scored 11 of her 13 poinin the second half.
Foster led all scorers with 18
points.
Even as the Cats increased
their lead putting the game completely out of reach, the team
played as though it were a twopoint game.
With a 50-point lead, 93-43, with
1: 16 remaining in the game,
UNH's Sharon Zagorski missed a
shot, then scrambled after the
rebound, forcing a jump ball.
Zagorski make all 6 of her points
in the final 2 minutes.
Pleased with the fast, non-stop
pace of the second half, DeMarco
said, "If we play two halves the
way we played our. second half
today, we'll win all our games."
Tomorrow UNH plays UMass,
the number-two team in New
England. Before losing to URI,
UNH had been ranked fifth. After
UMass. UNH will have four
games before the regional playoffs.
Eight teams will be selected for
those playoffs.

Division II:

2nd SAE & Chi 0
"Pinocchio & The Whale
Honorable Sigma Beta & DZ
·Mention "Steamboat Willie"

1st Christensen
"Cinderella's Castle" ·

2nd Mini Dorms
"6 Dwarfs"

NITE OF SIN SPONSOI{S
Town & Campus
Hardwan: House
Issac Dowd
Campus Copy
Radio Shack
Winter Carnival Committee
Creek Council
Shirt Shcak
Paperback - Record-Smith
Alumni Center
Creat Expectations
Outback
Jodi's
MUSO
Shirt Shack
Prbceeds to:
Du-r-:ham Day Care Center .
Creat Bay Training
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BU, frontrunner
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Y C track chainpionships

juries has kept him from a few surprises in fhe pole vault.
This year's big surprise has
one.''
By Gary Crossan
The Wildcats placed fourth last cracking the 2: 16 barrier. Guy He cleared 14'6' ', a foot above· his been the rebirth of senior Mark
Last year it was a meet of the
ailing and afflicted. The flu year, being edged out of th~rd by Stearns, Toby Russ, Pete Leber- previous best, at Vermont and Berman. Only an average racer
season had coincided with the lat- UMass on the last event. Two man, Mark Berman and Greg came back the next week to take in the past, his renewed confiter part of the indoor track UNH runners came home with Whi te also, according to third at URI behind two of New dence seems to be responsible for
season, and the 1978 Yankee Con- YC victories, and four more were Copeland, have a good shot at England's top four vaulters, bringing his potential to the surHartley and Strauderman. "It's face. In the last three meets his
ference championships were runners-up. This year's record scoring.
"Both Miller and Porrazzo just a timing thing right now," winning margins have averaged ·
characterized with handker- has been good (6-4 in dual meets),
.but graduation and injuries have have been practicing at 60 feet," says Copeland. "He hasn't jWJlped thirty yards · and, more imchiefs and antibiotics.
said Copeland. "They could go enough at that height. He's portantly, the times have been
Times were slow, and many of not been kind.
"I would consider fifth place one-two." Porrazzo has been the really shooting for 15 feet." The near New England class. His best
the winners unexpected. The battle for the team title was between good for us, not because we're top thrower, hitting 58'1" at URI vaulters and BU's Bill of 9: U.4 puts him among the top
many-time winner UConn and a weaker te~m (from last year), Kingston (vs. URI, outdoors). Marcotte are the only ones to eight. ~onference cross-country
newcomer BU with cross-country but because everyone has done so Miller is not far behind at 57 feet. 1 have cleared that height this victor Mike Quinn (UMass)
seems a sure winner with his listand outdoor power UMass nab- much building," continues Cope- Both will be hard-pressed by season.
leading 8:45 (done last week at
bing third. This year, however, land 1 not looking very happy. . Steve Malavich of UConn.
In the 600, Demers faces an
Unlike the rest of New Maine) but teammate Bob Marcould be an entirely different "BU s scholarship power (report. ed to be 14 full free rides) has event so laced with . raw talent England, there ~re no outstand- tin and BU's Joe Kelly will not let
story.
Though cold, the weather has .completely upset the balance in · that there may be but a nickel's 'ing milers in the conference this . it be easy .
.
not brought any unusual the Conference. How can we, or width separating the top few at year. The top times hover in the
Pete Leberinan's best of
the finish. BU's Glen Cohen, a . 4:12-4:15 ra11ge. The field is lead
epidemics. Performances have anyone else, compete with that."
Individually, UNH has some member of the 1976 British by John Wilson (last year's win- 2:f'5 i/2" .in the long jump could .
been superlative and, with one
or two exceptions, there is noun- strong scoring possibilities. Lou Olympic team, seems to be the ner of - the mile and 1000) and snag him a place, though
disputed leader in any event. The .Porrazzo, last year's runnerup, class of the field but leg problems Terry Drost of BU and Pete UConn's Herb Davis and BU's
Adu seem out of reach at
track is one of the best in New is back)n the weight throw, as is ·have hampered his best efforts so .B:rlghain of Maine. This could be ·. Jeru
24 feet.
England (UMaine) so conditions fourth-placer Alex Miller. John far. Still he woa the recent a prime event for an upset and
UNH's two-mile relay team of
shoula be near ideal. As for team Demers, one of the top middle- Greater Boston championshi_p UNH's Guy Stearns, with a' best
distance men in New England, . (1: 11.1),edging tea~mate Tom of 4: 15.4, could be the one to pull it Greg White, Don Deroo, Demers,
supremacy ... '?
"I"d give the nod to BU," says is in probably the best shape of Hopkins. Hopkins, a 1reshman, is off. He has been one of the team's and Stearns or Tim Kirwan is
rated . number two in the con- most consistent performers and now ranked fourth with their
UNH coach john Copeland. his career.
"Maine will be tough on thejr
Don Deroo, also a second- ference and along with a handful is as comfortable running from 7:59. Improvement on that is
home course, and of course placer·· 1ast year in the 1000, has of 1: 12 performers will give the front as he is kicking from the ·almost certain and Copeland
. back. Last year he wa.s fifth in looks for one of the stronger
number of races in his Demers a tough time.
Rhode Island was that outstand- won
So hmore Toby Russ could pull 4: 19.
showings from this group. .
ing depth. It's gonna be a !oug~ specialty but t!'ouble with in1

a

SPORT SHOR·TS
Holt leaves hospital
Charlie Holt, head coach of the UNH hockey team. was
released from Wentworth-Douglas hospital yesterday 1
apparently recovered from severe stomach pains which he complained of earlier in the week.
Holt was admitted to the hospital on Wednesday morning and
underwent ·a series of tests. He has had hernia problems
in the past.
.
The Northeastern contest was the first game Holt has ever
missed as head coach at UNH. After 334 games, he had a
225-101-8 record, om: of the best in collegiate hockey.

Wildcats ranked sixth
The UNH hockey Wildcats are ranked sixth according to both
national co~legiate ~ockey polls. In fact, both the NCAA poll
and the WMPL Rad10 poll hst the same teams in the top nine
'
while disagreeing on the tenth.
The standings are as follows: 1) North Dakota 2) Minnesota
3) Bowling Green, 4) Boston University, 5) J\1,i~nesota-Duluth;
6) UNH, 7) Notre Dame, 8) Wisconsin, 9) Cornell. Clarkson is
the tenth team in the NCAA poll while WMPL Radio lists
Ohio State.
'

Women's track

Sprints Spark .U NH
By Gary Crossan
The UNH women's indoor track team scored a decisive win over
·uMass last night, overpowering the Minutemen in the sprints and
field events to take the 54-51 victory.
The win should make UNH one of the favorites going into the New
England championships Feb. 24. "I don't know," said coach Dave
Robertson. "UConn will be tough. Bates is going to come up with a lot
of points. We'll be ready though."
·
"Diane <Pankratz) and Laurie (Munson, both top scorers) aren't
here," he continued. "I have faith in my ladies. The other teams (at
the New Englands), they'll know we're there. They'll know UNH is
there.''
UMass's power lay in its distance corps, as evidenced by their
sweeps in both the one- and two-miles along with individual wins in
the half-mile and two-mile relay. The Wildcats compensated for this
by completely dominating the weight and field events, taking_ six of
the nine possible places.
Freshman Kathy Rosholt scored an unusual double, easily capturing the shot put (one-two UNH finish), and then coming back to
win the 60-yard dash. Amy Towle led a one-two finish in the long
TRACK, page 18

.

SPORTS ON CAMPUS
It's coming down to the wire for the winter teams' regular
season schedules. Next week is one of the slowest we've seen
in the Durham area in several months. The abbreviated schedule:
HOCKEY: MEN--Colgate at Snively Arena, tonight at 7.
WOMEN--Cornell at Snively Arena, tomorrow 7 pm; Colby,
Wednesday 7 pm; Connecticut, Friday 7 pm.
BASKETBALL: WOMEN--Plymouth State at Lundholm Gym,
Tuesday 5: 30 pm.
GYMNASTICS: New Hampshire State Meet at Lundholm
Gym, Sunday 1 pm.

Holy Crosstforward Pete Cole authoritatively pulls down a rebound during last night's game,
which the Crusaders won, 73-58. (Art Illman p_hoto)
P"-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-..

Hockey
HOCKEY
continued from page 20
NU defense. Backstopped by
Arrington, the injury-riddled blue
line corps was able to stymie the
ECAC's most potent offense.
In a rink which Kullen described as a "forechecker's paradise" because of the rounded corners which give defensemen little
room to work with the puck, NU
successfully caught UNH forwards deep and were able to
break out quickly.
"Basically," said O'Connor,
"They threw it away from where
we were forecheckirig.
"The guys played their hearts
out. In the first and second
periods we were moving the
puck. But it just wouldn't go into
the net. We wanted to win it for
Charlie."
Holt was in Wentworth-Douglas
Hospital in Dover, suffering
severe stomach pains. It was the
first game Holt has ever missed
in his eleven years here at UNH,
having been in command for 334
straight.
ae is ~:l,(:p~cted to coach to.night.

Swi~ers

"fall again

In a poorly organized meet in which no official score sheet was
kept, the UNH men's swim team lost to UMass in Amherst Wednesday. The final score, according to coach Bill Shults, was 78-26.
The Wildcats left many of their swimmers home because
of difficulty with missing classes, but those who did go swam well,
Shults sa'id.
"We had super times," said a pleased Shults. "Everyone
except Atilla <Herczeg) did their best times of the year."
Although Herczeg's times were not his best, he won two events,
the 50-yard and 100-yard freestyles.
Shining ,for UNH was Doug Sampson, who set a new school
record of 11: 16.6 in the 1000-yard freestyle, a record set just
last Saturday by Fred Ludvigson. In the race, Sampson put on a
strong charge in the last 50 yards and was just touched out at the
finish. Sampson also placed third in the 500-yard freestyle.
Additional improved times were recorded by Steve Ferranti
in the 200-yard breaststroke, captain Jeff Cherrington in the 200yard individual medley, and Rocco Raduazo in the 200-yard freestyle. Brett Cherrington, normally a diver, swam in the 200-yard
butterfly, placing second and doing "very well," according to
Shults.
One setback that has Shults upset is the probable broken
ankle sustained by Mike O'Brien Wednesday. "That would hurt us ·
_badly," Shults said.
As UNH prepares for their dual meet tommorrow against
Lowell University and Babson College, the team's spirits are
riding high. "The times are better because we're starting to ~aper
in practice," said Shults, "the kids are really psyched for the New
Englands."
PETE HEARNE
1

r
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HC guard nets 32

_Ronnie p·a rries, Cats slain.
By Paul Keegan
If it was Ronnie Perry that the
largest crowd in two years (3,
105) came to see last night in
Lundholm Gym, it was Ronnie
Perry they got.
The junior All ·American, easily
one of the top collegiate players
in the nation, lived up to his
nickharrie of "The Hot Cross
Gun" by tossing in· 32 points to
make a yawner out of UNH's last
home game of the season, 73-58,
and move Holy Cross into a tie for
fourth place in the ECAC with 158 record.
Perry hit 24 points from the
floor - on a combination of
feather-touch jumpers and
breakaway layups - and was
eight-for-nine from the foul line.
He handed out eight assists to
lead both teams.
The Wildcats started out with
every intention of upsetting the
Crusaders, staying dead even for
almost the entire first half with
the help of an enthusiastic nearcapacity crowd.
But in a ten-minute span which
carried over to the first 5: 36 of
the second half, the Crusaders
blew the Wildcats away by out-

scoring UNH 20-4. Perry had 12 of
those points, six straight to- Close
the first half and give the Cross a
34-28 lead at intermission.
UNH could come no closer than
11 points the rest of the way, and
by that time the game was well
out of hand.
"It was a helluva crowd, it was
too bad we couldn't haye done
better," sighed UNH coach Gerry
F.riel. "Mentally we were superpsyched, but physically we didn't
play intensely. Plus we didn't
stop Perry."
Wherever Perry plays, opposing coaches do everything
they can to stop him. Last night
was no exception, but the
Shrewsbury, Mass., native
always seemed to get away,
frequently on length-of-the-court
drives with the Wildcats off
guard. ·
"We didn't expect that to happen,'' said Perry in the locker
room after the game. "We had a
lot of luck tonight. You just see if
its there, and if you don't get it
that's the way it goes. Being
is·
just
heavily
guarded
something I get used to. Plus I got
a lot of help from my teammates

the ·n ew hampshire

spar-t s

with picks and some real good
passes."
Friel said the lack of an inside
game was the main problem for
the Wildcats.
"I was disappointed with the
lack of intensity off the boards,"
he said. "We had no inside game,
and we're an inside-out team. It
was a big disappointment. We got
some momentum in the first half,
but it's just too bad we couldn't
maintain it."
The Wildcats grabbed a 6-2 lead
to start the game, and when Holy
Cross called a time out five
minutes into the first half, the
Cats left the court to an ovation
from the crowd, holding a 14-10
lead.
Two quick Crusader hoops tied
the game, however, and no team
led by more than two until two
fast-break layups and couple of
free throws by Perry gave HC its
halftime lead.
The crowd seemed to simmer
down in the second half, and the
Wildcats looked flat, taking poor
percentage shots from outside
(they shot 31.6 percent for the
half, 36.6 for the game) and
giving up key rebounds.
Holy Cross's lead swelled to 18
points mid-way through the half,
but the contest wasn't close for
the last 15 minutes of the game.
Some inspired garbage-time play
by UNH narrowed down the lead
to 11 with 1 :41 remaining, but by
that time, many of the fans were
streaming out of the gymnasium.

While Ronnie Perry overruns a set shot by-UNH's Kandy Kinzly, the Holy Cross All-American didn't make many mistakes
du_ring last night's game in Lundholm Gym. Perry had 32
pomts to lead the Crusaders over UNH, 73-58. <Art fllman
photo)

•
icemen
UNH
host
Colgate tonight
By Lee Hunsaker

Northeastern goalie Ed Arrin~ton was the star of the show Wednesday night as the Huskies
:h~~1lrd last week's 9-:~ drubbmg by beating the UNH Wildcats in Boston, 3-1. (Lee Hunsaker

URI drops hoopwomen to 11-4
By Nancy Maculiewicz
··we can run with anyone,"
said UNH women's basketball
coach Cecelia DeMarco after her
team ran Bridgewater State out
of Lundholm Gymnasium on
Tuesday, 95-47.
Last night, the Wildcats were
running again, but they couldn't
catch the University of Rhode
Island, losing 72~64. URI raised
its record to 13-10 and lowered
UNH to 11-4.
"We made a great effort in the
second half," DeMarco said. "We
had a timid first half, and I was
afraid we'd run out of gas -- and
we did."
Although UNH did what it does
best1 so did URI. And UNH offset

its own advantage with turnovers,
missed shots, and fouls. "We are
so young, and we made so many
young mistakes," said DeMarco.
In a weak first half, sophomore
Patty Foster held the Wildcats
together, scoring 11 points. When
she wasn't driving to the hoop,
she was drawing fouls. Thirteen
of Foster's 19 points were made
from the free-throw line.
Senior co-captain Kathy Sanborn led all scorers in the game
with 24 points. Cheryl Murtagh,
the other starting guard, scored
all ten of her points within the first
ten minutes of the second half.
DeMarco said the Wildcats
tried to contain URI's big highscoring freshmen, 5'11" Naomi
/

Graves· and 6'0" Kimberly Dick.
UNH succeeded in holding the
pair to 25 points, but an unexpected Ram filled in the gap.
Sophomore guard Christine
Dinoto made 13 of her 15 points in
the second half . "We never
thought the Dinoto girl would be
su,ch a hot shooter," said DeMar"
co. 'Their (URI's) weakness has
been their guards."
Despite the loss, DeMarco cited
a few positive aspects of the
game. "Patty Foster hung so
tough," she said. "She's really
coming into her own."
"We played a good second
half," she said. "Our turnovers
HOOPWOMEN. page 18

had the greatest effect on the outWhenever a team loses a game, come of Wednesday's contest was
everyone has an explanation, and NU sophomore goalie Ed
usually each one is different. In Arrington.
the case of UNH's 3-1 loss to the
"I think that he made 41 saves
Northeastern Huskies on Wed- out of 42 shots is pretty indicative
nesday, however, it didn't work Of his importance,!' said Kullen.
that way.
·
"He made the key saves when he
All three coaches, NU 's Fern had to."
"When he had to" was pretty
Flaman and UNH's Bob Kullen
and Dave O'Connor (who were much all the time. In the first
filling in for Charlie Holt, who period, both Arrington and Mofwas hospitalized) agreed that it fett turned aside 12 shots as each
was an exciting game.
team went scoreless. Thent in the
The Huskie .victory drops second period, after Gould's and
UNH's record to 14-5-1, though Cowie's goals, Arrington played
the Cats remain in second place exceptionally in the net.
in the ECAC. NU moves up from
Bob Francis was denied countits eighth-place standing to sixth, less times at the crease, as were
sporting a 10-7 Division I record.
Roy, Barbin and Mike Waghorne,
Tonight the Wildcats entertain who made several rushes with
the Colgate Red Raiders at 7 in the puck. On Waghorne's first
Snively Arena.
·
1J1<1, cutting down th_
e left wing,
The Wildcats have already de- Arrington responded with a
feated Colgate once this year, 6-5 _ sparkling low glove save.
in Hamilton, N.Y., and can only
The tone of the game was best
be favored to do so . again. The shown when Ralph Cox,_ on a
Red Raiders have had an im- power play, rang a ;;lap shot off
proved season over last year -- the crossbar above Arrington 's
good enough for an eleventh shoulder at 19:10 of the second. A
place spot -- but haye lacked con- goal then could have evened the
sistency.
·
score at 2-2 for the beginning of
The one thing UNH must do ef- the third period.
-Said UNH coach O'Connor
fectively is hang on to a lead
when they get it. Against Colgate, later, "When you see Ralph Cox
the Wildcats were up 6-1 at one hit the post, you know it's going to
point and then watched the lead be one of those games."
dwindle to 6-5, and almost 6-6.
Having rebounded from the
were fr not "for a Greg Moffett Wildcat threat, NU scored early
save in the waning seconds ofthe in the third period 0:09J as c~
contest.
tain Dale Ferdinandi popped
Against Northeastern on Wed- . home his second goal of the night.
nesday, the Cats once again had
"I think we needed it worse
a lead, though it was a small one tnan they ( UNH J did ," said
at 1-0. Bob Gould got the lone goal Flaman, whose team must now
for UNH when he converted on a embark on a four-game road trip
pass out from Frank Roy who which includes Boston Univerwas in the corner at 00: 13 of the
sity, Cornell, Yale and Providence.
second period.
For UNH, a similar trip will
Less than a minute and a half begin following tonight's game.
later, NU would even things.when Next Tu.e sday, Thursday and SatGerry Cowie swept· a rebound urday the Wildcats will be
past Moffett 's left skate.
visiting Vermont, Providence
"The team played very well to- and BU, respective.ly .
night," said Flaman later.
So what gave the Huskies their
"Everything was working bet- most needed win? According to
, ter." Last week UNH trounced all coaches, it was primarily the
the Huskies, 9-3 in Durham.
HOCKEY, pa_ge 19
Probably the one player who

